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Important Changes for
1995  
Caution. As this publication was being pre-
pared for print, Congress was considering tax
law changes that could affect your 1995 tax
return and 1996 estimated taxes. This in-
cludes changes to capital gains and losses.
See Publication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax
Changes, for further developments. Informa-
tion on these changes will also be available
electronically through our bulletin board or via
the Internet (see page 34 of the Form 1040
Instructions).

Health insurance for self-employed per-
sons.  The 25% deduction for health insur-
ance costs for self-employed persons has



been reinstated for tax years beginning after Ordering publications and forms.  To order 1) A member of an affiliated group of corpo-
1993. free publications and forms, call 1–800–TAX– rations. Generally, an affiliated group

The deduction increases to 30% for tax FORM (1–800–829–3676). You can also write means one or more chains of corpora-
years beginning after 1994. See Health and to the IRS Forms Distribution Center nearest tions connected through stock ownership
accident insurance under Figuring Share- you. Check your income tax package for the with a common parent corporation that is
holder Taxable Income. address. also part of the group where:

If you have access to a personal computer a) The common parent directly owns
and a modem, you can also get many forms stock that possesses at least 80% of
and publications electronically. See How To the total voting power of the stock of atIntroduction Get Forms and Publications in your income tax least one of the corporations,
package for details.An eligible domestic corporation can avoid

b) The stock the common parent ownsdouble taxation (once to the corporation and
has a value equal to at least 80% of theTelephone help.  You can call the IRS withagain to the shareholders) by electing to be
total value of the stock of that sameyour tax question Monday through Friday dur-treated as an S corporation under the rules of
corporation, anding regular business hours. Check your tele-Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Code.

phone book for the local number or you can c) One or more of the other corporationsIn this way, the S corporation passes its items
call 1–800–829–1040. in the group directly owns at least 80%of income, loss, deduction, and credits

of the total voting power of the stockthrough to its shareholders to be included on
Telephone help for hearing-impaired per- and at least 80% of the total value oftheir separate returns. Individual shareholders
sons.  If you have access to TDD equipment, the stock in each of the other corpora-may benefit from a reduction in their taxable
you can call 1–800–829–4059 with your tax tions (except the common parent) inincome during the first years of the corpora-
question or to order forms and publications. the group.tion’s existence when it may be operating at a
See your tax package for the hours of See Subsidiaries, later, for exceptions to thisloss.
operation. rule.  For purposes of determining whether aThis publication discusses how to become

corporation is a member of an affiliated group,an S corporation, how an S corporation may
certain preferred stock is not taken intobe taxed, how income is distributed to share-
account.ho lders ,  and  how to  te rmina te  an  S Becomingcorporation. 2) A DISC (Domestic International Salesan S Corporation Corporation) or former DISC.

Useful Items
A corporation can become an S corporation if: 3) A corporation that takes the Puerto RicoYou may want to see:

and possessions tax credit for doing busi-1) It meets the requirements of S corpora-
ness in a United States possession.tion status,Publication

4) A financial institution that is a bank, in-2) All its shareholders consent to S corpora-□ 15 Circular E, Employer’s Tax Guide
cluding mutual savings banks, coopera-tion status,

□ 334 Tax Guide for Small Business tive banks, and domestic building and
3) It uses a permitted tax year, or elects to loan associations.□ 535 Business Expenses

use a tax year other than a permitted tax
5) An insurance company taxed under Sub-□ 538 Accounting Periods and Methods year, explained later, and

chapter L of the Internal Revenue Code.
□ 542 Tax Information on Corporations 4) It files Form 2553 to indicate it chooses S

corporation status.□ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of
Assets One Class of Stock 

□ 550 Investment Income and Expenses For tax years beginning before May 28, 1992,Requirements of an an S corporation had more than one class of□ 551 Basis of Assets
stock if the rights in the profits and assets ofS Corporation 

□ 583 Starting a Business and Keeping
the corporation were not identical for all hold-To qualify for S corporation status, a corpora-Records
ers of the outstanding stock. Differences intion must meet all the following requirements:

□ 908 Tax Information on Bankruptcy voting rights were allowed.
1) It must be a domestic corporation that is The one-class-of-stock rules discussed□ 925 Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules either organized in the United States or here apply to corporate tax years beginning af-

organized under federal or state law. The ter May 27, 1992. However, an S corporationForm (and Instructions) term ‘‘corporation’’ includes joint-stock and its shareholders can apply these rules to
companies, insurance companies, and□ 1120 U.S. Corporation Income Tax prior years. For more information, see Effec-
associations.Return tive date, later in this discussion.

2) It must have only one class of stock. See□ 1120S U.S. Income Tax Return for an S A corporation that has more than one class
One Class of Stock, later.Corporation of stock does not qualify as an S corporation.

A corporation is treated as having only one3) It must have no more than 35 sharehold-□ 1128 Application To Adopt, Change, or
class of stock if all outstanding shares of stockers. See Counting Shareholders, later.Retain a Tax Year
of the corporation confer identical rights to dis-

4) It must have as shareholders only individ-□ 2553 Election by a Small Business tribution and liquidation proceeds. Stock can
uals, estates (including estates of individ-Corporation have differences in voting rights and still be
uals in bankruptcy), and certain trusts. considered one class of stock. For example, a□ 6251 Alternative Minimum Tax—
See Trusts, later. Partnerships and corpo- corporation can have voting and nonvotingIndividuals
rations cannot be shareholders in an S common stock, a class of stock that can vote□ 8082 Notice of Inconsistent Treatment corporation. only on certain issues, irrevocable proxyor Amended Return (Administrative

5) It must have no nonresident alien agreements, or groups of shares that differAdjustment Request (AAR))
shareholders. with respect to rights to elect members of the

□ 8716 Election To Have a Tax Year board of directors.
Other Than a Required Tax Year Certain domestic corporations ineligible.

□ 8752 Required Payment or Refund Certain domestic corporations are ineligible to Identical rights to distribution and liquida-
Under Section 7519 elect S corporation status. They are: tion proceeds.  Generally, the determination
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of whether stock has identical rights to distri- debt of the corporation is not prevented from include in income the fair market value of the
stock at the time of the transfer minus thebution and liquidation proceeds is made based qualifying as straight debt.
amount paid for the stock. Whether thaton the governing provisions of the corporate Straight debt modified or transferred.
nonvested stock is treated as a second classcharter, articles of incorporation, bylaws, ap- An obligation that originally qualifies as
o f  s tock  depends  on  the  fac ts  andplicable state law, and binding agreements re- straight debt ceases to qualify if:
circumstances.lating to distribution and liquidation proceeds.

1) The obligation is materially modified so Deferred compensation plans.  An in-A commercial contractual agreement,
that it no longer satisfies the definition of strument, obligation, or arrangement is notsuch as a lease or loan agreement, is not a
straight debt, or treated as outstanding stock if:binding agreement relating to distribution and

liquidation proceeds, and is not a governing 2) It is transferred to a third party who is not
1) It does not convey the right to vote,provision unless a principal purpose of the an eligible shareholder in the S

agreement is to get around this one-class-of- corporation. 2) It is an unfunded and unsecured promise
stock provision. Although a corporation is not to pay money or property in the future,
treated as having more than one class of Second class of stock.  Instruments, obliga-
stock as long as its governing provisions pro- 3) It is issued to an employee or indepen-tions, or other arrangements issued by a cor-
vide for identical distribution and liquidation dent contractor in connection with theporation may be treated as a second class of
rights, the tax effect of any distribution that dif- performance of services for thestock in the following two situations:
fers in timing or amount will depend on the corporation,
facts and circumstances. 1) They are treated as equity.

4) It is not excessive by reference to the ser-State laws may require a corporation to 2) They are call options or warrants. vices performed, andpay or withhold state income taxes on behalf
of some or all of the corporation’s sharehold- 5) It is issued pursuant to a plan under whichTreated as equity.  An instrument, obliga-ers. These laws are disregarded in finding the employee or independent contractortion, or other arrangement, regardless ofwhether all outstanding shares have identical is not taxed currently on income.whether it is called a debt, is treated as a sec-rights to distribution and liquidation proceeds

ond class of stock if:if, when the constructive distributions resulting
Unissued stock.  Authorized but unissuedfrom the payment or withholding of taxes by 1) It constitutes equity or otherwise results in
stock and treasury stock are not considered inthe corporation are taken into account, the the holder being the owner of stock under
determining if a corporation has more thanshares have identical rights. A difference in federal tax law principles, and
one class of stock. Nor is special stock issuedtiming between the constructive distributions

2) A principal purpose of the transaction is to the Federal Housing Administration consid-and the actual distributions to the other share-
to get around the one-class-of-stock rules ered when making this determination. The ex-holders does not cause the corporation to be
or the limitations on eligible shareholders istence of outstanding options, warrants to ac-treated as having more than one class of

quire stock, or convertible debentures will not,listed earlier under Requirements of an Sstock.
by itself, be considered a second class ofCorporation.
stock.Buy-sell and redemption agreements.

Bona fide agreements to redeem or purchase See Treatment of straight debt, earlier, and
stock at the time of death, divorce, disability, section 1.1361–1(l) of the Income Tax Regula- Effective date.  The rules for one class of
or termination of employment are disregarded tions for certain exceptions. stock generally apply to tax years beginning
for the one-class-of-stock rules. Also disre- Call options and warrants.  A call option, after May 27, 1992. However, they do not ap-
garded are buy-sell agreements, redemption warrant, or similar instrument is treated as a ply to an instrument, obligation, or arrange-
agreements, and agreements restricting the ment issued or entered into before May 28,second class of stock if, taking into account all
transferability of stock unless: 1992, and not materially modified after thatfacts and circumstances:

date. Nor do they apply to a buy-sell agree-1) A principal purpose of the agreement is to 1) It is substantially certain to be exercised, ment, redemption agreement, or agreementget around the one-class-of-stock rules, and restricting transferability entered into beforeand
May 28, 1992, or a call option or similar instru-2) It has a strike price substantially below

2) The agreement establishes a purchase ment issued before that date, provided thethe fair market value of the underlying
price that, at the time of the agreement, is agreement, option, or similar instrument wasstock on the date the call option is issued.
significantly above or below the fair mar- not materially modified after that date. In addi-
ket value of the stock. tion, an S corporation and its shareholders canSee section 1.1361–1(l) of the regulations

apply these rules to prior tax years.for exceptions and more information.Treatment of straight debt.  An instrument
or obligation that is straight debt is generally

Counting Shareholders Not treated as outstanding stock.  The gen-not treated as a second class of stock. The
eral requirement for having only one class ofterm ‘‘straight debt’’ means any written uncon- An S corporation cannot have more than 35
stock is that all outstanding shares of stockditional promise to pay a fixed amount on de- shareholders. When counting shareholders,
have identical rights to distribution and liquida-mand or on a specified date if: the following rules apply:
tion proceeds. Exceptions to the requirement

1) The interest rate and interest payment that all outstanding shares of stock are taken 1) Count the individual, estate, or other per-
dates are not contingent on profits, the son who is considered the shareholder ifinto account apply to:
borrower’s discretion, or similar factors, the stock is actually held by a trust. See

1) Restricted stock, and2) The debt cannot be converted into stock Trusts, next. Do not count the trust itself
or any other equity interest of the S corpo- as a shareholder.2) Deferred compensation plans.
ration, and

2) Count a husband and wife, and their es-
Restricted stock.  Stock that is issued in3) The creditor is an individual (other than a tates, as one shareholder, even if they

connection with the performance of services,nonresident alien), an estate, or a trust el- own stock separately.
and that is substantially nonvested, is gener-igible to hold stock in an S corporation.
ally not treated as outstanding stock. The 3) Otherwise, count everyone who owns any
holder of that stock is not treated as a share- stock, even if the stock is owned jointlySubordination.  An obligation that is sub-
holder unless he or she makes an election to with someone else.ordinated (placed in a lower position) to other
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Election to qualify as a shareholder.  A 5) A statement that the shareholder con-Trusts 
sents to the election of S corporationbeneficiary (or legal representative) makes theThe following trusts, other than foreign trusts,
status.election by signing and filing a statement withcan be shareholders of an S corporation:

the IRS Service Center where the S corpora-
1) A trust that is treated as entirely owned by The consents of all shareholders can be in-tion files its income tax return. The statement

an individual who is a United States citi- cluded in one statement. The corporation’smust:
zen or resident. The individual, not the election of S corporation status is invalid if any1) Give the name, address, and taxpayertrust, is treated as the shareholder. consent is not filed on time. However, if theidentification number of the current in-

corporation’s election would be valid except2) A trust that qualified under (1) immedi- come beneficiary, the trust, and the S
for the failure of any shareholder to file a con-ately before the owner’s death, and con- corporation,
sent on time, an extension of time to file thetinues to exist after the owner’s death,

2) Identify that it is an election being made consent can be requested. The request for ancan continue to be an S corporation
under IRC Section 1361(d)(2), extension of time to file should be sent to theshareholder for stock held by the trust

Internal Revenue Service Center where Formwhen the owner died. This is valid only for 3) Specify the effective date of the election
2553 was filed.a period of 60 days, beginning on the day (not earlier than 15 days and two months

The time for filing a consent can be ex-of the owner’s death. However, if the en- before the date on which the election is
tended if:tire corpus of the trust is included in the filed), and

owner’s gross estate, the 60-day period 1) It is shown to the satisfaction of the IRS
4) Provide all information necessary to showbecomes a 2-year period. The owner’s that there was reasonable cause for the

that the current income beneficiary is enti-estate is treated as the shareholder. failure to file the consent and that the
tled to make the election. government’s interest will not be jeopard-3) A trust created primarily to exercise the

ized by treating the election of S corpora-voting power of stock transferred to it.
tion status as valid, andEach beneficiary of the trust is treated as

Subsidiaries a shareholder. 2) The request for the extension is made
Generally, an S corporation cannot have a within a reasonable period of time under4) Any trust that stock is transferred to under
subsidiary that would cause it to be a member the circumstances.the terms of a will, but only for 60 days,
of an affiliated group of corporations. How-beginning with the day the stock was
ever, this rule may not apply if the subsidiary is Consents must be filed within the extendedtransferred to the trust. The estate of the
inact ive,  a former DISC, or  a fore ign period by all persons:person leaving the will is treated as the
corporation.shareholder. 1) Who were shareholders at any time be-Inactive subsidiary.  An inactive subsidi-

ginning with the date of the invalid elec-ary is one that, during any period in a tax year:Ineligible trust.  A trust that qualifies as an tion and ending on the date the extension
IRA cannot  be a shareholder in an S 1) Has not begun business at any time by of time is granted, and
corporation. the close of that period, and 2) Who have not previously consented to

the election.2) Does not have gross income for that
Qualified subchapter S trusts.  The benefi- period.
ciaries of certain other trusts can choose to Who must consent.  Each person who is a
have their trusts qualify as a trust described in shareholder at the time Form 2553 is filedFormer DISC or foreign corporation as(1), above. These trusts are known as ‘‘quali- must consent. If the consent is filed before thea subsidiary.  A corporation that holds a for-fied subchapter S trusts’’ (QSST). The benefi- 16th day of the 3rd month of the year for whicheign corporation or former DISC as a subsidi-ciary of a QSST can elect to have the trust it is to be effective, all shareholders in the cor-ary is not eligible to be an S corporation, un-qualify as a shareholder of an S corporation. poration who held stock on any day in the taxless it qualified under the ‘‘grandfather rules’’A trust is a QSST if: year before the date Form 2553 is filed mustof the Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982.
1) All trust income is or must be distributed also consent.

currently to one beneficiary (the ‘‘income An election made before the 16th day ofShareholder Consents beneficiary’’), the 3rd month of the tax year is considered
The corporation’s election of S corporation made for the following tax year if one or more2) The income beneficiary is a citizen or resi-
status is valid only if all shareholders consent of the persons who held stock in the corpora-dent of the United States, and
to the election. A shareholder’s consent is tion during the tax year and before the election

3) The terms of the trust require all of the binding and cannot be withdrawn after a valid was made did not consent to the election. An
following: election is made by the corporation. election made after the 15th day of the 3rd

a) Once a person becomes the income month but before the end of the tax year will
beneficiary, that person remains the in- Form of consent.  Shareholders can consent also be considered as made for the following
come beneficiary until death. by providing the required information on Form tax year.

2553 and signing in the appropriate space. Co-owners.  Each co-owner, tenant by theb) While an income beneficiary is alive,
entirety, tenant in common, and joint tenantThe shareholder can also consent by sign-the corpus (principal or capital) of the
must consent. If stock is owned as communitying a separate written consent statement,trust can be distributed only to that
property or if income from the stock is commu-under penalties of perjury, which should be at-beneficiary.
nity property, both husband and wife musttached to Form 2553. The separate consent

c) The income beneficiary’s right to re- consent.should provide the following information:
ceive trust income will end when the Minors.  The consent of a minor must be

1) The name, address, and taxpayer identifi-beneficiary dies or when the trust termi- made by the minor or his or her legal represen-
cation number of the corporation,nates, whichever occurs first. tative (or a natural or an adoptive parent of the

d) If the trust is terminated during an in- 2) The name, address, and taxpayer identifi- minor if no legal representative has been
come beneficiary’s lifetime, all trust as- cation number of the shareholder, appointed).
sets will be distributed to that Estates.  The consent of an estate holding3) The number of shares of stock owned by
beneficiary. stock in an S corporation must be made by anthe shareholder and the date or dates

executor or administrator of the estate.acquired,
For purposes of this election, a substan- Trusts.  The consent of a qualified trust

4) The day and month of the end of thetially separate and independent share of a holding stock in a newly electing S corporation
shareholder’s tax year, andtrust is treated as a separate trust. must be made by the person who is treated as
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a shareholder to determine whether the cor- substantial distortion of income. Examples of For details on section 444 elections, see
poration meets the S corporation require- distortion of income are: Publication 538.
ments. If a husband and wife have a commu- Making the election.  Unless you are a1) Deferring a substantial portion of income,
nity interest in the trust, both must consent. corporation electing S corporation status,or shifting a substantial portion of deduc-
See Trusts, earlier, under Requirements of an make the section 444 election by filing Formtions, from one year to another so as to
S Corporation. 8716 with the Internal Revenue Servicereduce tax liability,

Center where you normally file your returns.
2) Causing a similar deferral or shifting for Form 8716 must be filed by the earlier of:Form 2553—Electing S any other person, such as a shareholder,

1) The 15th day of the 6th month of the taxCorporation Status and
year for which the election will first be ef-

To be treated as an S corporation, a corpora- 3) Creating a short period in which there is a fective, or
tion must file Form 2553 to indicate its election substantial net operating loss. 2) The due date, without extensions, of theof S corporation status. The corporation must

income tax return resulting from the sec-qualify as an S corporation when it files its For more information, see Publication 538. tion 444 election.Form 2553. The Form 2553 should also be
Change of tax year.  An S corporation shouldused to file shareholder consents and to se-
file Form 1128 to apply for permission to In addition, you must attach a copy of Formlect a tax year.
change its tax year to a year other than a year 8716 to your Form 1120S for the first tax yearForm 2553 should be filed with the Internal
ending December 31. This form should be for which the election is made.Revenue Service Center shown in the instruc-
filed by the 15th day of the 2nd calendar Required payment for S corporations. tions to the form.
month after the close of the short tax year. S corporations generally must make a re-
This short tax year begins on the first day after quired payment for any tax year that:When to file Form 2553.  In general, the elec-
the end of the corporation’s present tax year 1) The section 444 election is in effect, andtion of S corporation status is effective for a
and ends on the day before the opening date

tax year if Form 2553 is filed: 2) The required payment amount is moreof its new tax year.
than $500 for the tax year or any previous1) Any time during the previous tax year, or User fee.  The corporation must submit a
tax year.user fee with Form 1128. Form 1128 and the2) By the 15th day of the 3rd month of the

user fee should be filed with:tax year to which the election is to apply.
Form 8752.  Form 8752 is used to figure

Associate Chief Counsel (Domestic) the required payment or refund.
Internal Revenue Service For more information on the required pay-

Tax Year Attention: CC:DOM:CORP: T ment, see the instructions for Form 8752.
P.O. Box 7604The term ‘‘tax year’’ is the annual accounting Ending the election.  The section 444
Benjamin Franklin Stationperiod that is used for keeping records and re- election remains in effect until it is terminated.
Washington, DC 20044porting income and expenses. It is either a cal- The election ends when the S corporation:

endar year or a fiscal year. 1) Changes to its required tax year,
The package should be marked ‘‘Ruling Re-

2) Liquidates,Permitted tax year.  A permitted tax year is a quest Submission.’’
3) Willfully fails to comply with the requiredcalendar year, or any other accounting period The application should contain all the re-

payments or distributions, orfor which the corporation establishes a sub- quested information. It should show that there
stantial business purpose to the satisfaction of is a business purpose for the change. The 4) Becomes a member of a tiered structure
the IRS. In addition, an S corporation can elect deferral of income to shareholders generally (unless the tiered structure consists en-
under section 444 to have a tax year other will not be treated as a business purpose. tirely of S corporations with the same tax
than the permitted tax year. year).

A corporation electing S corporation status Note.  Form 1128 should not be used to re-
does not need IRS approval to choose a cal- quest a tax year for or during the first year the  The election will also end if an S corporation’s
endar year as its tax year if all its principal corporation elects to be an S corporation. S election is terminated. If an S corporation
shareholders either use the calendar year as terminates its S election and immediately be-User fees are charged by the Internal Rev-their tax year or adopt the calendar year as comes a personal service corporation, theenue Service for requests for changes in ac-their tax year at the same time as the corpora- personal service corporation can continue thecounting periods and methods, and for certaintion makes the choice. An electing S corpora- section 444 election of the S corporation.tax rulings and determination letters. For moretion should use Form 2553 to request a tax If an S corporation with a tax year otherinformation and a schedule of fees, see Publi-year other than a calendar year, or to make the than the required tax year decides to terminatecation 1375, Procedures for Issuing Rulings.section 444 election. its section 444 election, the entity must file a

‘‘short-period’’ return for the required tax yearSection 444 election.  S corporations canSubstantial business purpose.  A substantial by its due date (including extensions) to effectelect, under section 444, to use a tax year thatbusiness purpose exists if the corporation’s a valid termination. When filing the short-pe-is different from the permitted tax year. Certainrequested year is a natural business year, or if riod return or extension request, type or printrestrictions apply to this election. The S corpo-the requested year satisfies an ownership tax legibly at the top of the first page of Formration can make this election if:year test. Both the natural business year and 1120S or the extension request, SECTION
the ownership tax year tests are discussed 1) It is not a member of a tiered structure 444 ELECTION TERMINATED.
under Business Purpose Tax Year  in Publica- (see section 1.444-2T of the Income Tax If the election is terminated, another sec-
tion 538. If neither of these apply, the corpora- Regulations). tion 444 election cannot be made for any tax
tion can establish a business purpose as dis- year.2) It has not previously had a section 444
cussed next.

election in effect, and
Both tax factors and nontax factors must

3) It elects a year that meets the deferral pe-be considered in determining whether you S Corporation Incomeriod requirement.have a substantial business purpose. A nontax
factor for a substantial business purpose is the and Expenses annual cycle of your business activity. Generally, an S corporation can make a

Significant weight is given to tax factors. A section 444 election only if the tax year it Shareholders must report their pro rata shares
prime consideration in permitting the use of a wants to use results in a deferral period of 3 of an S corporation’s income, losses, deduc-
different tax year is whether it would create a months or less. tions, and credits on their returns. See Figuring
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Shareholder Taxable Income, later. To figure Note.  The indirect deduction through an S never been section 1245 property. Sec-
these amounts, the S corporation must divide corporation of amounts that are not allowable tion 1245 property includes any property
these items into two categories — separately as a deduction if paid or incurred directly by an that is or has been subject to an allow-
stated items and nonseparately stated items. individual is not allowed. For example, an indi- ance for depreciation and that is personal

Other rules, such as elections an S corpo- vidual cannot avoid the 2% floor on miscella- property (both tangible and intangible),
ration can make, treatment of carryovers and neous itemized deductions by allowing an S and certain other property. See Publica-
carrybacks, and transactions with related par- corporation in which he or she is a shareholder tion 544 for more information on these
ties, affect how the corporation figures its in- to pay and deduct these amounts. kinds of property.
come and expenses. These are discussed 2) Percentage depletion. For iron ore andNonbusiness bad debt.  An S corporationlater under Other Items That Affect S Corpora- coal (including lignite), the amount allowa-that has a nonbusiness bad debt must sepa-tion Income and Expenses. ble as a percentage depletion deductionrately state the debt as a short-term capital

is reduced by 20% of the amount of theloss in the year it becomes wholly worthless.
percentage depletion deduction allowa-Separately and
ble for the tax year (determined withoutNoncash charitable contributions.  For allNonseparately Stated Items this adjustment) minus the adjusted basisnoncash contributions totaling more than

All S corporation items of income, loss, deduc- of the depletable property at the close of$500, the S corporation must complete and at-
tion, or credit are passed through to the share- the tax year (figured without the depletiontach Form 8283, Noncash Charitable Contri-
holders and reported on their individual re- deduction for the tax year).butions, to its return. In addition, if the value of
turns. If the separate treatment of any item a contributed item or group of similar items is 3) Pollution control facilities. The amortiz-could affect a shareholder’s tax liability, that more than $5,000, the corporation must give a able basis of pollution control facilities isitem must be passed through separately. copy of its Form 8283 to each shareholder, reduced by 20% for purposes of deter-These items are referred to as separately even though the amount allocated to each mining the amortization deduction for thatstated items. They are entered on lines 2 shareholder is $5,000 or less. property.through 23 of Schedules K and K–1.

4) Mineral exploration and developmentAll other items are combined and referred Interest expense allocated to debt-fi- costs. The amount allowable as a deduc-to as nonseparately stated income or loss. nanced distributions.  If an S corporation dis- tion for mineral exploration and develop-This is the ordinary income or loss shown on
tributed borrowed funds to a shareholder, the ment costs is reduced by 30%. Specialline 21 of Form 1120S and line 1 of Schedule
corporation should separately state the inter- rules apply to the amount not allowed be-K and K–1.
est expense on these funds and list as ‘‘Inter- cause of this adjustment. This reductionBoth the separately stated items and the
est expense allocated to debt-financed distri- also applies to the intangible drilling costsnonseparately stated income or loss are
butions’’ under other deductions on the of an integrated oil company.passed through to the shareholders by the S
shareholder’s Schedule K–1, discussed later.

corporation in proportion to their sharehold-
Whether the shareholder can deduct this inter- These adjustments do not apply to an Sings. See Figuring Shareholder Taxable In-
est on his or her tax return depends on how corporation unless it (or any predecessor) wascome, later. Before they are passed through to
the shareholder uses the funds. See Partner- a regular corporation for any of the 3 immedi-the shareholders, some items may be re- ships and S Corporations in chapter 8 of Publi- ately preceding tax years.duced, as explained later under Reducing
cation 535. If an adjustment is made to a tax prefer-passthroughs.

ence item under the above rules, the adjustedThe list of items that must be separately
Investment interest.  If the S corporation bor- amount is shown on Schedule K–1 as a taxstated includes, but is not limited to:
rows money to buy or carry investment prop- preference item for the shareholder.

1) Net income or loss from rental real estate erty, interest expense from these debts must
activities, be identified and separately stated on Sched- Reducing passthroughs.  If an S corporation

ule K–1 (Form 1120S) for each shareholder. is subject to the capital gains tax, the tax on2) Net income or loss from other rental
This interest expense does not include any built-in gains, or the tax on excess net passiveactivities,
amounts used in determining income or loss income, discussed later under S Corporation

3) Portfolio income or loss— from a passive activity. Taxes, the related items are reduced in the fol-
Investment income and investment ex- lowing ways:Interest income,

penses other than interest must also be sepa-
1) The amount of the corporation’s long-Dividend income, rately stated on Schedule K–1 (Form 1120S).

term capital gain is reduced by any capitalSee Publication 550 for more information.Royalty income, gains tax the corporation has to pay. If the
amount of that tax is more than the long-Short-term capital gain or loss, and Tax preference items.  If an S corporation (or
term capital gains, the excess is used toany predecessor) was a regular corporationLong-term capital gain or loss, reduce the gain on the sale or exchangefor any of the 3 immediately preceding tax
of section 1231 property. For this pur-4) Section 1231 net gain or loss, years, the S corporation must adjust its tax
pose, ‘‘long-term capital gain’’ does notpreference items. In determining its taxable in-5) Charitable contributions, include any gain from the sale or ex-come, these items, which are also items sub-
change of any section 1231 property.6) Section 179 expense deduction, ject to alternative minimum tax and are consid-

ered tax preference items, must be adjusted 2) The amount of each recognized built-in7) Expenses related to portfolio income or
as follows: gain is reduced by its proportionate shareloss,

of the tax the corporation has to pay on1) Section 1250 capital gain treatment.8) Credits— these gains.For section 1250 property disposed of
Low-income housing credit, during the tax year, 20% of the amount 3) The amount of each item of passive in-

that would be ordinary income if the prop- vestment income is reduced by a portionQualified rehabilitation expenses, and
erty were section 1245 property, minus of the tax on excess net passive income

Other credits, the amount treated as ordinary income the corporation has to pay. Each item is
under section 1250, is treated as gain that reduced by an amount that has the same

9) Investment interest expense, and
is ordinary income under section 1250. ratio to the tax on excess net passive in-

10) Tax preference and adjustment items Section 1250 property includes all real come as each item of passive investment
needed  to figure shareholders’ alterna- property that is subject to an allowance income has to the total passive invest-
tive  minimum tax. for depreciation and that is not or has ment income for the tax year.
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Limits for certain items.  The limits for the property at a gain, the gain is recognized only and interest owed to cash method related par-
following items are applied to both the S cor- up to the amount that is more than the disal- ties. An S corporation cannot deduct business
poration and to the S corporation shareholder: lowed loss. expenses or interest owed to a cash basis re-

Related parties.  For purposes of the rule lated party until the day payment is made and1) The $17,500 limit on the section 179 de-
on disallowed losses, related parties include the amount is includible in the related party’sduction. See Publication 946 for more
the following: gross income. This rule will apply even if the Sinformation.

corporation and the related person cease to1) Two corporations that are members of2) The $10,000 limit on reforestation costs. be related before the expenses or interest arethe same controlled group of corpora-See chapter 12 in Publication 535 for includible in that person’s gross income.tions determined by applying a 50% own-more information. Related parties.  Related parties includeership test,
those just listed under Disallowed losses. Re-

2) An individual and a corporation if moreDistribution of appreciated property.  An S lated parties also include, in the case of any
than 50% of the value of the outstandingcorporation that distributes appreciated prop- amount paid or incurred by, to, or on behalf of
stock is owned by the individual,erty to a shareholder will be treated as if it had an S corporation:

sold the property for fair market value. It will 3) A trust fiduciary and a corporation if the 1) An S corporation and any person whohave to recognize any gain and pass that gain trust or grantor of the trust owns more owns, directly or indirectly, any of thethrough to its shareholders. than 50% in value of the outstanding stock of the S corporation,
stock of the corporation,

2) An S corporation and any person whoOther Items That Affect 4) The grantor and a fiduciary of any trust, owns, directly or indirectly, any capital or
S Corporation 5) A fiduciary of a trust and a beneficiary of profits interest of a partnership in which

the trust, this S corporation owns, directly or indi-Income and Expenses 
rectly, any capital or profits interest, and6) Any two S corporations if the same per-The following items also affect how an S cor-

sons own more than 50% in value of the 3) Any person related under the relatedporation figures its income and expenses.
outstanding stock of each corporation, party rules to a person described in (1) or

(2).Choosing income tax treatment of an item. 7) An S corporation and a corporation that is
The S corporation makes all the elections that not an S corporation if the same persons

The rule in (2) applies to a transaction onlyaffect the computation of items it has to report own more than 50% in value of the out-
if the transaction is related either to the opera-on its return, except as noted below. standing stock of each corporation, and
tions of the partnership or to an interest in thisEach shareholder, rather than the S corpo- 8) A corporation and a partnership if the
partnership.ration, makes the following elections: same persons own more than 50% in

1) The elections on deduction and recapture value of the outstanding stock of the cor-
The S corporation as a shareholder.  If an Sof certain mining exploration costs. See poration and more than 50% of the capi-
corporation is a shareholder in another corpo-Publication 535 for more information. tal interest, or profits interest, in the
ration, it is treated as an individual for pur-partnership.2) The election on whether to deduct or poses of corporate distributions and adjust-

claim a foreign tax credit for taxes the S ments. For example, if an S corporationOwnership of stock.  In deciding whethercorporation pays or accrues to foreign receives a distribution of property based ona person owns any of the outstanding stock ofcountries or U.S. possessions. See Publi- the stock it holds, the tax effect of the distribu-a corporation, the following rules apply:cation 514, Foreign Tax Credit for tion is figured as if the S corporation is an indi-
Individuals. 1) Stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or vidual and not a corporation.

for a corporation, partnership, estate, or
trust is treated as being owned propor-Carryovers and carrybacks.  An S corpora- Corporate organizational expenses.  An S
tionately by or for its shareholders, part-tion cannot carry over or carry back any item corporation can choose to amortize corporate
ners, or beneficiaries,from a year that the corporation is not an S organizational costs over a period of not less

corporation to a year that the corporation is an than 60 months. See chapter 12 in Publication2) An individual is treated as owning the
S corporation. 535 for more information.stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or

However, each year the corporation is an S for his or her family,
corporation counts as a year for the purpose Uniform capitalization rules.  Certain costs3) Any individual owning, other than by ap-of determining the number of years to which incurred in connection with property producedplying paragraph (2), any stock in a corpo-an item can be carried back or carried over. or acquired for resale must be capitalized orration is treated as owning the stock

included in inventory. These rules do not applyExample.  In its first tax year, a corporation owned, directly or indirectly, by or for his
to personal property acquired for resale un-had a net operating loss. In its second year, it or her partner,
less the corporation’s average annual grossbecame an S corporation. It generally cannot

4) The family of an individual includes only receipts for the 3 preceding tax years are moreuse the net operating loss carryover in this
his or her brothers and sisters (half-broth- than $10 million. See section 1.263A of the In-second tax year or in any tax year during which
ers or half-sisters), spouse, ancestors, come Tax Regulations for more information onit is an S corporation.
and lineal descendants, and uniform capitalization rules.Each year that the corporation is an S cor-

5) Stock constructively owned by a personporation counts as a year for purposes of figur-
under paragraph (1), for applyinging the 15-year carryforward period for net op- Income from discharge of indebtedness. 
paragraphs (1), (2), or (3), is treated aserating losses. If the S corporation does not Generally, S corporations must include in in-
actually owned by that person. But stockterminate its status before the end of the 15- come amounts realized from the discharge of
constructively owned by an individualyear net operating loss carryforward period, indebtedness. The debt is not included as in-
under paragraphs (2) or (3) is not treatedthe net operating loss incurred in that first tax come if the cancellation:
as owned by him or her, for again applyingyear, when it was not an S corporation, cannot 1) Takes place in a title 11 bankruptcy case,
either paragraph (2) or (3), to make an-be used.

2) Takes place when the corporation is in-other person the constructive owner of
solvent and the amount excluded is notthat stock.Disallowed losses.  Losses realized on sales
more than the amount by which the cor-or exchanges of property between related par-
poration is insolvent,ties generally cannot be deducted. If the re- Unpaid business expenses and interest. 

lated party who acquired the property on An accrual method S corporation must use the 3) Is a discharge of qualified farm indebted-
which the loss was disallowed later resells the cash method to deduct business expenses ness, or
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4) Is a discharge of qualified real property Time and amount of deposits.  If a corpo- of the gain. Losses on sales or exchanges are
business indebtedness. ration’s estimated tax is $500 or more, its esti- not a part of gross receipts. Nor are they offset

mated tax payments must be deposited with against gains on sales or exchanges when fig-
an authorized financial institution or a Federal uring gross receipts.However, such items as net operating
Reserve Bank. Each deposit must be accom- However, amounts received in exchangelosses, general business credit carryovers,
panied by a federal tax deposit coupon and for stock in a corporate liquidation are not in-capital loss carryovers, basis in property, and
deposited according to the instructions in the cluded in gross receipts if the S corporationforeign tax credit carryovers are reduced by
coupon book (Form 8109). owned more than 50% of each class of the liq-the amount of the discharged debt.

The due date of deposits is determined ac- uidating corporation’s stock on the date of theFor more information on bankruptcy and
cording to the table below. An S corporation’s first distribution with respect to the liquidation.other debt cancellation, see Publication 908.
estimated tax should be deposited by the 15th This 50% requirement applies to a class ofFor more information on exclusion of income
day of the following months of the corpora- stock whether or not the class of stock hasfrom cancellation of deductible debt, see
tion’s tax year. voting rights. For this requirement, shares ofchapter 6 in Publication 334.

stock of the liquidating corporation held by an
 Required Payment  Month Due S corporation shareholder are not treated as
 1st . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4th month held by the S corporation.
 2nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6th monthS Corporation Taxes 
 3rd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9th month Passive investment income.  Passive invest-The S corporation, like any other business,
 4th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12th month ment income includes gross receipts from roy-pays its own excise and employment taxes.

alties, rents, dividends, interest, annuities, andSee Publication 510, Excise Taxes for 1996, A corporation that does not make a pay-
sales or exchanges of stock or securities. Theand Publication 15, Circular E, Employer’s Tax ment when it is due may be charged a penalty
amount included in passive investment in-Guide. It is subject to income tax only in cer- for the period of underpayment.
come for sales or exchanges of stock or se-tain instances.
curities for an S corporation that is not an ‘‘op-An S corporation may be subject to the fol- Tax on Excess tions dealer’’ or ‘‘commodities dealer’’ islowing taxes:
figured, as explained above, under Sales orNet Passive Income 

1) The tax on excess net passive investment exchanges of stock or securities.If an S corporation has pre-S corporation earn-income, If the S corporation is an ‘‘options dealer’’ings and profits at the end of a tax year and its
or a ‘‘commodities dealer,’’ any gains or2) The tax on certain capital gains, passive investment income, defined later, is
losses from section 1256 contracts (regulatedmore than 25% of its gross receipts, the S cor-3) The tax on built-in gains, futures contracts, foreign currency contracts,poration may be subject to a tax on excess net
nonequity options, and dealer equity options)4) The tax from recomputing a prior-year in- passive income.
or from property related to such contracts arevestment credit, or An S corporation will not be subject to the
not included when the computations aretax on excess net passive income if it has5) LIFO recapture tax.
made.been an S corporation for each of its tax years.

Royalties.  Royalties generally mean all
If the corporation was incorporated and royalties, including mineral, oil, and gas royal-Gross receipts.  The term ‘‘gross receipts’’elected S corporation status before 1987, it ties, and amounts the S corporation receivesmeans the total amount an S corporation re-generally need not be concerned with the tax for the use of patents, copyrights, secretceives or accrues under the method of ac-on built-in gains. processes, formulas, goodwill, trademarks,counting it uses to figure its taxable income.

trade brands, franchises, and other like prop-Gross receipts are not reduced by returns andEstimated tax payments.  If an S corpora- erty. The gross amount of royalties is not re-allowances, cost of goods sold, or deductions.tion’s tax liability for certain capital gains, net duced by any part of the cost of the rightsGross receipts include the total amount re-recognized built-in gain, excess net passive in- under which the royalties are received or byceived or accrued from the sale or exchangecome, and recapture of investment credit any amount allowable as a deduction in com-of any kind of property (except capital assetstotals $500 or more, the S corporation must puting taxable income.and stock or securities), from services ren-pay quarterly estimated tax payments. Royalties do not include amounts from thedered, or from investments. Only the capitalGenerally, the quarterly estimated tax pay- ordinary course of a trade or business ofgain net income from the sale or exchange ofments must equal 25% of the required annual franchising or licensing property. Royalties re-capital assets (other than stock or securities)estimated tax. The amount of estimated tax ceived by a corporation are considered to beand only the gains from the sale or exchangethat must be paid annually is the lesser of: from the ordinary course of a trade or businessof stock or securities are included in gross
of franchising or licensing property only if,1) 100% of the tax shown on the return for receipts.
based on all available information, thethe tax year (or, if no return is filed, 100% Gross receipts do not include amounts re-
corporation:of the tax for that year), or ceived from:
1) Created the property, or2) The sum of — 1) A loan,
2) Provided significant services or incurreda) 100% of the investment credit recap- 2) Repayment of a loan,

substantial costs in the development orture and the tax on net recognized built-
3) Contributions to capital, marketing of the property.in gain, (or the tax on certain capital
4) Issuing stock in the S corporation,gains) shown on the tax return for the

Royalties do not include:tax year (or if no return is filed, 100% of 5) A nontaxable sale or exchange, except to
these taxes for the year), and the extent that gain is recognized by the S 1) Copyright royalties, mineral royalties, oil

corporation, or royalties, and gas royalties if the incomeb) 100% of any tax on excess net passive
from those royalties would not be treatedincome shown on the corporation’s re- 6) The deferred or unrecognized portion of
as personal holding company income andturn for the preceding tax year. any gain on sales or exchanges made
if the corporation was a regular corpora-from an installment sale, except for in-
tion. See IRS code section 543(a)(3) andIf the preceding tax year was less than 12 stallment sales of publicly traded stocks
(4) for information on what is personalmonths, the amount of the required annual es- and securities.
service income.timated tax must be determined under (1),

above. For more information, see the discus- Sales or exchanges of stock or securi- 2) Amounts received upon disposal of tim-
sion on annualizing under Estimated Tax in ties.  A sale or exchange of stock or securities ber, coal, or domestic iron ore to which
Publication 542. is included in gross receipts only to the extent special rules apply if the seller retains an
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economic interest, and (See IRS code losses and dividends-received deductions al- If the S corporation is also liable for the tax
section 631(b) and (c)) lowed to corporat ions that  are not  S on excess net passive income, it should figure

corporations. that tax before it figures its capital gains tax.3) Active business computer software royal-
Investment-related deductions allowable Before an S corporation can decideties received by any corporation during

in figuring net passive income generally in- whether it is liable for the capital gains tax, itthe tax year in connection with the licens-
clude brokerage fees, interest expenses, safe must:ing of computer software subject to cer-
deposit box rentals, and investment advisorytain requirements. See IRS code section 1) Reduce its capital gains to the extent they
fees.543(d). are subject to the tax on excess net pas-

Excess net passive income.  Excess net sive income, and
passive income for the tax year is the amountRents.  Rents are amounts the S corpora- 2) Figure its taxable income.that has the same ratio to net passive incometion receives for the use of, or the right to use,
as the amount of passive investment incomeits real or personal property.

Reducing corporate capital gains.  If the Sthat is more than 25% of gross receipts has toRents do not include amounts from the ac-
corporation is subject to the tax on excess nettotal passive investment income. To figure ex-tive trade or business of renting property. The
passive income, it must reduce its capitalcess net passive income, multiply net passiverental is an active trade or business if the S
gains by the share of excess net passive in-income by a fraction consisting of passive in-corporation provides significant services or in-
come that is due to the capital gains. This re-vestment income minus 25% of gross receiptscurs substantial costs in the rental business.
duced capital gain is the amount used to de-over passive investment income.Generally, significant services are not pro-
cide whether the corporation must pay aExcess net passive income cannot bevided and substantial costs are not incurred in
capital gains tax and how much is due.more than the S corporation’s taxable incomeconnection with net leases. Whether signifi-

for the year (with certain adjustments). Seecant services are performed or substantial
Figuring corporate taxable income.  Al-Figuring corporate taxable income, later.costs are incurred in the rental business is
though an S corporation’s taxable income isA worksheet is provided in the instructionsbased on facts and circumstances including,
generally figured like a partnership’s for filing afor Form 1120S to figure the tax on excess netbut not limited to, the number of persons em-
return, taxable income for the tax on capitalpassive income.ployed to provide the services and the kinds
gains, the tax on built-in gains, discussed later,Special rules.  The only credit that can beand amounts of expenses incurred (other than
and the limit on excess net passive income areused by the S corporation to offset this tax isdepreciation).
figured, with certain modifications, as thoughthe credit figured on Form 4136, Credit forRents do not include produced film rents.
the corporation is filing a corporate tax return.Federal Tax Paid on Fuels.Produced film rents are payments received for

Taxable income is the gross income of theIf any gain is used to figure both the tax onan interest in a film for the use of, or the right to
corporation minus most deductions, includingexcess net passive income and the tax onuse, the film, but only to the extent that the in-
the amortization deduction for corporate or-capital gains, the amount of gain subject to theterest was acquired before the film was sub-
ganization costs allowed to a corporation. Butcapital gains tax is reduced, as explained laterstantially completed.
it does not include the net operating loss de-under Reducing corporate capital gains. TheRents do not include compensation for the
duction or other special deductions for corpo-amount of passive investment income for pur-use of, or right to use, any real or tangible per-
rations, such as the dividends-receivedposes of figuring the tax on excess net passivesonal property developed, manufactured, or
deductions.income is determined by not taking into ac-produced by the S corporation if during the tax

The easiest way to make this calculation iscount any recognized built-in gain or loss ofyear the corporation substantially develops,
to use page 1 of Form 1120, lines 1 throughthe corporation.manufactures, or produces real or tangible
28. The amount on line 28 is the amount ofIf the S corporation is subject to the tax onpersonal property of the same type.
taxable income.excess net passive income, it must reduce theInterest.  Interest is any amount received

items of passive income passed through to thefor the use of money, including tax-exempt in-
Applying the capital gains tax.  When the Sshareholders, as described earlier under Re-terest and unstated interest. Unstated interest
corporation knows the amount of its capitalducing passthroughs.includes amounts considered interest on
gains (reduced if necessary, as explainednotes or obligations received in installment
above) and its taxable income, it can answerWaiver of tax on excess net passive in-sales, obligations issued for property, and be-
‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ to the following questions andcome.  The IRS may waive the tax on excesslow-market loans when the contract does not
use its answers to decide if it is liable for thenet passive income if the S corporation estab-contain a stated rate of interest, or the stated
capital gains tax. The questions refer to thelishes to IRS’s satisfaction that:rate is below the appropriate federal rate. See
Form 1120S Schedule DPublication 537, Installment Sales, and Below- 1) It determined in good faith that it had no

market interest rate loans, later. pre-S corporation earnings and profits at A. Is net capital gain (line 15,
However, interest on obligations acquired the close of the tax year, and Schedule D) more than

in the ordinary course of the S corporation’s $25,000, and more than 50%2) During a reasonable period of time after it
trade or business from the performance of ser- of taxable income (see thewas determined that it did have such
vices or the sale of inventory or property held instructions for line 19,earnings and profits at the close of the tax
primarily for sale to customers is excluded Schedule D)? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . □  Yes □  Noyear, the earnings and profits were
from passive investment income. B. Is taxable income (see thedistributed.

instructions for line 19,
Figuring the tax on excess net passive in- Schedule D) more than
come.  An S corporation is liable for tax on ex- $25,000? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . □  Yes □  NoTax on Capital Gains cess net passive income if its passive invest- C. Does any long-term capital

An S corporation that elected S corporationment income is more than 25% of gross gain (line 14, Schedule D)
status before 1987 may be liable for a capitalreceipts and if at the end of the tax year it has represent gain from
gains tax if:earnings and profits from any tax year in which substituted basis property

the corporation was not an S corporation. The 1) Its net long-term capital gain minus its net (defined next) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . □  Yes □  No
tax is imposed at the highest corporate rate short-term capital loss is more than
(currently 35%). $25,000,

Net passive income.  Net passive income Caution.  As this publication was being
2) The excess is more than 50% of the cor-is passive investment income, described ear- prepared for print, Congress was considering

poration’s taxable income, andlier reduced by deductions directly connected legislation that would affect capital gains and
with the production of passive investment in- 3) The taxable income is more than losses. The line numbers on Schedule D
come. This does not include net operating $25,000. (Form 1120S) could change for 1995. See
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Publication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax any corporation if an election to be an S corpo- Income items.  With limited exceptions, a
Changes, for further developments. Informa- recognized built-in gain also includes any itemration was in effect for each of its tax years.
tion on these changes will also be available of income properly taken into account during
electronically through our bulletin board or via the recognition period, to the extent an accrualAmount of tax.  The amount of tax is figured
the Internet (see page 34 of the Form 1040 method taxpayer would have properly in-by applying the highest corporate rate of tax to
Instructions). cluded the item in gross income before thethe net recognized built-in gain of the S corpo-

recognition period.ration for the tax year. The highest corporateFor purposes of the capital gains tax, sub-
For example, the collection of accounts re-rate of tax is currently 35%.stituted basis property is property that:

ceivable by a cash method S corporation is
1) Was acquired by the S corporation during recognized built-in gain.Net recognized built-in gain.  Generally, the

the period that began 36 months before term ‘‘net recognized built-in gain’’ for any tax
the first day of the tax year and ended on Recognized built-in loss.  A recognized built-year in the recognition period is the least of:
the last day of the tax year, and in loss is any loss recognized during the recog-

1) The amount that would be taxable income nition period when any asset is disposed of in2) Has a basis determined by reference to of an S corporation for the tax year if only a sale or exchange, to the extent the S corpo-the basis of any property in the hands of recognized built-in gains, recognized ration shows that:another corporation, if the other corpora- built-in losses, and recognized built-in
tion was not an S corporation throughout 1) The asset was held by the S corporationgain carryover, (pre-limitation amount)
the period that began the later of: at the beginning of its first year as an Swere taken into account, or

corporation, anda) 36 months before the first day of the tax 2) The amount that would be taxable income
year, or 2) The loss is not more than:of the corporation if it were not an S cor-

b) The time the other corporation came poration (taxable income limitation). Tax- a) The adjusted basis of the asset at the
into existence, able income is generally the gross income beginning of its first tax year as an S

of the corporation minus most deduc- corporation, minus
and ended on the date the other corporation tions, including the amortization deduc- b) The fair market value of the asset at the
transferred the property used to determine the tion for corporate organization costs al- beginning of that year.
basis of the property acquired by the S lowed a corporation. But it does not
corporation. include the net operating loss deduction Deduction items.  With limited excep-If the S corporation answers ‘‘yes’’ to A, B, or other special deductions for corpora- tions, any amount properly taken as a deduc-and C, the tax applies and Schedule D (Form tions, such as the dividend-received de- tion during the recognition period (determined1120S) must be completed. ductions, or without regard to any carryover), that would

3) The amount by which its net unrealized have been allowed as a deduction by an ac-
Amount of tax.  If the capital gains tax ap- crual method taxpayer before the recognitionbuilt-in gain is more than its net recog-
plies, the amount of the tax is the lesser of: period, is treated as a recognized built-in lossnized built-in gain for all prior tax years in
1) 35% of the amount by which the net long- for the tax year it is allowable as a deduction.the recognition period (net unrealized

term capital gain minus the net short-term built-in gain limitation).
capital loss is more than $25,000, or Net unrealized built-in gains.  Generally, net

unrealized built-in gain is:If an S corporation’s taxable income limita-2) The tax that would have been charged on
tion or net unrealized built-in gain limitation forthe corporation’s taxable income if it were 1) The fair market value of the assets of an
any tax year is less than its pre-limitationnot an S corporation. S corporation at the beginning of its first
amount so that, its net recognized built-in gain tax year when an election to be an S cor-
for that year is less than its pre-limitationLimit for property with a substituted ba- poration is in effect, minus
amount, the S corporation’s net recognizedsis.  If the capital gains tax applies only be- 2) The total adjusted basis of these assetsbuilt-in gain consists of a ratable portion ofcause the property has a substituted basis at that time.each item of income, gain, loss, and deduction(Question C was answered ‘‘yes’’), the tax
included in the pre-limitation amount.cannot be more than 35% of the net capital

Adjustment to net unrealized built-inCarryover.  If the taxable income limitationgain (net long-term capital gain minus net
gain.  The net unrealized built-in gain must beapplies to limit net recognized built-in gain in ashort-term capital loss) that is due to the prop-
adjusted for items of income or deductiontax year, the pre-limitation amount minus theerty with the substituted basis.
treated as recognized built-in gains or losses.taxable income limitation is treated as recog-Special rules.  The only credit that can be

nized built-in gain in the following tax year. Theused to offset this tax is the credit for federal
Credits.  The only credits allowed against thecarryover provision does not apply to corpora-tax on fuels. The corporation’s long-term capi-
tax on built-in gains are the gasoline and spe-tions that elected to be S corporations beforetal gains for the tax year must be reduced, as
cial fuels tax credit and any carryforward of theMarch 31, 1988.exp la ined  ear l i e r  under  Reduc ing
general business credit or minimum tax creditpassthroughs.
from a pre-S corporation year.Recognized built-in gains.  The term ‘‘recog-

nized built-in gain’’ is any gain recognized dur-Tax on Built-In Gains Net operating and capital loss carryoversing the recognition period when any asset is
If an S corporation has a net recognized built- from pre S corporation tax year.  Any netdisposed of in a sale or exchange, except to
in gain for any tax year beginning in the recog- operating loss carryover from a pre-S corpora-the extent the S corporation shows that:
nition period, a tax is imposed on the income tion tax year is allowed as a deduction against

1) The asset was not held by the S corpora-of the S corporation for that tax year. The rec- the net recognized built-in gain of the S corpo-
tion at the beginning of its first tax year asognition period is the 10-year period begin- ration for the tax year. To determine the loss
an S corporation, orning with the first day of the first tax year the that can be carried to later years, the net rec-

corporation was an S corporation. ognized built-in gain is treated as taxable in-2) The gain is more than:
come. The same rules apply for a capital lossThe first tax year a corporation is treated a) The assets fair market value at the be- carryover from a pre-S corporation tax year.as an S corporation is determined by its most

ginning of the first year as a S corpora-
recent election to be an S corporation.

tion, minus
The tax generally applies only to a corpora- Treatment of certain property.  If the ad-

b) The adjusted basis of the asset at thetion that converted from a C corporation to an justed basis of any asset is fully or partly deter-
beginning of that year.S corporation after 1986. It does not apply to mined by the adjusted basis of another asset
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held by the S corporation at the beginning of the aggregate amount by which net recog-
its first tax year as an S corporation: nized built-in gain for all tax years in the recog- Filing Form 1120S 

nition period would have been increased if all1) The asset is treated as held by the S cor- A corporation must file Form 1120S if:gain from the sale were reported in the year ofporation at the beginning of that first tax
the sale (or in the first year of the recognition 1) It elected to be taxed as an S corporation,year, and
period if the sale was before the recognition 2) The IRS accepted the election, and2) Recognized built-in gain or loss is deter-
period). If this limitation applies in a tax year,

mined by the difference between fair mar- 3) The election remains in effect.the excess of the amount reported under theket value and adjusted basis of the asset
installment method over the amount subject toat the beginning of that first tax year.
tax under the limitation is subject to tax in the

Due date of return.  If an S corporation’s in-succeeding tax year if that year is in the recog-Transfer of assets from a corporation to an come tax return (Form 1120S) is made on anition period.S corporation.  Generally, if an S corporation calendar year basis, the return must be filed by
acquires an asset, and its basis in the asset is March 15 following the close of the tax year. If

Additional rules.  Depending upon the effec-fully or partly determined by a C corporation’s an S corporation is permitted to use a fiscal
tive date of an S corporation’s election, otherbasis in the asset, then a tax on built-in gains is year as its tax year, its return must be filed by
rules may apply with respect to partnership in-imposed on any net recognized built-in gain the 15th day of the 3rd month following the
terests held by an S corporation; installmentfrom the asset for any tax year beginning in the close of its fiscal year.
sales; inventory dispositions; and contribu-recognition period. Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.  If the last

However, when figuring the tax, the day the tions of built-in loss assets to an S corporation. day (due date) for performing any act for tax
assets were acquired by the S corporation For more information about tax on built-in purposes, such as filing a return or making a
must be taken into account rather than the be- gains see section 1.1374 of the Income Tax tax payment, falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or
ginning of the first tax year the corporation was Regulations. You can read the full text of legal holiday, the corporation can act on the
an S corporation. This tax applies even if the S these regulations at many public libraries. next day that is not a Saturday, Sunday, or le-
corporation was always an S corporation. gal holiday.

Place for filing.  An S corporation files itsTax from Recomputing aPartnership Interests.  If an S corporation Form 1120S with the Internal Revenue Ser-
owns an interest in a partnership, the built-in Prior-Year Investment vice Center serving the area where the princi-
gains tax also applies to the S corporation’s pal office for keeping the corporation’s booksCredit distributive share of the partnership’s income, and records is located. Service center loca-

This tax may apply if the corporation claimedgain, loss, or deductions, as if the partnership tions are listed in the instructions to the forms.
investment credit on a prior year’s corporateitems had originated in and been taken into
income tax return before it became an S cor-account directly by the S corporation. Payment of tax.  The corporation must pay

Certain transfers to partnerships.  If a poration. If the S corporation makes an early any tax due in full by the 15th day of the 3rd
corpora t ion  t rans fe rs  an  asse t  to  a disposition of the property, the S corporation, month after the end of the tax year.
partnership: and not its shareholders, will be liable for pay- Corporation income tax payments and esti-

ment of the tax. The corporation must com- mated tax payments must be deposited with a1) In exchange for an interest in the partner-
plete Form 4255, Recapture of Investment Federal Tax Deposit Coupon (Form 8109).ship; and
Credit, and include the tax in the total amount The tax deposits should be made with either a2) No gain or loss is recognized by either the
to be entered on line 22(c), page 1 of Form financial institution qualified as a Depositarypartnership or any of its partners, and

for Federal Taxes or the Federal Reserve1120S. Write the words ‘‘Tax from Form
3) The transfer is made either in contempla- Bank or Branch serving the area where the4255’’ on this line.

tion of an S election or during the recogni- corporation is located. Deposits should not be
tion period, sent directly to an IRS office. Otherwise, theLIFO Recapture Tax corporation may be subject to a penalty.

 the built-in gains tax will apply on a disposition If a corporation made an election to be an S Records of deposits will be sent to the IRS for
of the asset by the partnership as if the S cor- corporation after December 17, 1987, and crediting to the corporation’s account. See the
poration had disposed of the asset. instructions contained in the coupon bookused the LIFO inventory pricing method for its

(Form 8109) for more information.last tax year before its S election became ef-
Certain inventory dispositions.  When figur- For more information on deposits, seefective, the corporation may be liable for LIFO
ing net recognized built-in gain, the inventory Publication 15.recapture.
method you use for tax purposes must be Late payment.  Payments of tax made af-The corporation’s LIFO recapture amount
used to identify whether goods disposed of ter the due date are subject to an interestis equal to the inventory amount using the
following conversion to S corporation status charge, even if filing extensions were granted.FIFO method minus the inventory amount us-
were held by the corporation at the time of Payments of income tax made after the dueing the LIFO method at the close of the corpo-
conversion. date may also be subject to a penalty of 0.5%ration’s last tax year before becoming an S

a month or part of a month up to a maximum ofcorporation.
25%.Certain contributions of built-in loss as- The LIFO recapture tax is figured for the

sets.  Assets acquired with a principal purpose
pre-S corporation’s last tax year. (See the in-

of avoiding the built-in gains tax are disre- Extension of time for filing.  An S corpora-structions for Form 1120 or Form 1120A.) Thegarded in determining the S corporation’s tion will receive an automatic 6-month exten-
LIFO tax is paid in four equal installments. Thebuilt-in gains tax. sion to file a return by submitting an applica-
first installment is due with the corporation’s tion for extension on Form 7004, Application
Form 1120 or Form 1120A for the corpora-Certain installment sales.  This rule applies for Automatic Extension of Time To File Cor-
tion’s last tax year, and the three remainingfor installment sales occurring after March 25, poration Income Tax Return. This form is filed
deferral installments are paid with the corpora-1990. with the Internal Revenue Service Center
tion’s Form 1120S for the next 3 tax years. In-If you sell an asset either before or during where the S corporation must file its income
clude each year’s installment in the totalthe recognition period and, using the install- tax return. The IRS can terminate this exten-
amount to be entered on line 22c, page 1 ofment method, you recognize income from the sion at any time by mailing a termination notice
Form 1120S. Write to the left of line 22c the to-sale either during or after the recognition pe- to the corporation. Form 7004 must be filed by
tal installment amount and the words ‘‘LIFOriod, any income you recognize will be subject the due date of the S corporation’s income tax
tax.’’to the tax on built-in gains. The tax is limited to return.
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Any automatic extension of time for filing fails to do so, he or she can be held liable for a
penalty equal to the unpaid tax, plus interest.an S corporation’s income tax return will not Figuring
See Trust fund recovery penalty in Publicationextend the time for payment of any tax due as Shareholder 15.shown on the return.

Taxable Income 
Optional 10-year write-off of certain tax

Late filing.  If an S corporation does not file its Each shareholder reports a pro rata share of preferences.  Generally, shareholders who
return by the due date, including extensions, each item of income, loss, deduction, or credit are individuals can elect to deduct ratably over
and if it cannot show reasonable cause, a de- that is separately stated and a pro rata share 10 years the following qualified expenses in-
linquency penalty of 5% of the tax due will ap- of nonseparately stated income or loss on his curred during the tax year:
ply if the delinquency is for not more than one or her income tax return.

1) Research and experimentation costs, andmonth. An additional 5% is imposed for each When it is reported on the shareholder’s in-
additional month or part of a month during come tax return, the character of any item in- 2) Mining exploration and development

cluded in a shareholder’s pro rata share is de-which the delinquency continues. The penalty costs.
termined as if the item were realized directlyis limited to a total of 25%. The tax due is the
from the source from which the S corporationtax liability that would be shown on a return mi- Intangible drilling cost paid or incurred after
realized it, or incurred in the same manner innus credits and any tax payments made 1989 can be deducted ratably over a 60-which the corporation incurred it.before the due date. The penalty for late filing month period.Any time it is necessary to determine ais reduced by the late payment penalty. In addition, an S corporation shareholdershareholder’s gross income, include theIf the return is not filed within 60 days after can elect to deduct in equal installments overshareholder’s pro rata share of the gross in-the due date, including extensions, the penalty a 3-year period the cost of increasing the cir-come of the corporation.for late filing will be at least $100 or the bal- culation of a newspaper, magazine, or

ance of tax due, whichever is less. This will not periodical.Shareholder’s treatment of S corporationapply if reasonable cause is shown. If one of these elections is made, the costsitems.  The tax treatment of any S corporationReasonable cause.  An S corporation that will not be considered a tax preference itemitem is determined at the corporate level. Gen-
wishes to avoid a penalty for late filing or pay- and will not be used in figuring alternative mini-erally, a shareholder must treat S corporation
ment must be able to show reasonable cause. mum tax. The election is made at the share-items the same way on his or her tax return as
This should be done by filing with the Director holder level. These expenses are not deducti-they are treated on the S corporation return.

ble by the S corporation. Instead, they areof the Service Center where the return must If an item on the shareholder’s return is
passed through to S corporation shareholdersbe filed a statement of the facts establishing treated differently from the way it is treated on
on Schedules K and K–1 (Form 1120S), linesreasonable cause for failure to file a return or the S corporation return, the IRS can automat-
16a and 16b. Shareholders who do not makepay the tax on time. The statement must also ically assess taxes and penalties. It can take
the election for the expenses passed throughcontain a declaration that it has been made action to immediately collect any deficiency
may incur tax preference items reportable onunder the penalties of perjury. and penalties that result from an adjustment to
Form 6251, Alternative Minimum Tax—Indi-the shareholder’s individual return to make
viduals or Schedule I (Form 1041), Alternativethat treatment consistent with the amount or

Schedule K–1 (Form 1120S).  An S corpora- Minimum Tax.treatment of the item on the S corporation re-
tion must furnish a copy of Schedule K–1, These elections can be revoked only withturn. However, this adjustment does not apply
Shareholder’s Share of Income, Credits, De- the consent of the IRS. Each shareholder ofif the shareholder files Form 8082, with his or
ductions, etc., or a substitute Schedule K–1, to an S corporation makes a separate electionher return identifying the different treatment.
each person or entity that was a shareholder for his or her share of any qualified expense.The shareholder need not file Form 8082 if
during the year. Not furnishing this form or a A shareholder can elect to use the optionala loss, other deduction, or investment credit
substitute by the day Form 1120S was filed, write-off by the due date, including extensions,shown on Schedule K–1 (Form 1120S) is not
not including all the required information, or in- of the return for the year the election is made.reported in full on his or her return solely be-
cluding incorrect information may result in a The election is made by attaching a statementcause the shareholder must limit the item,
$50 penalty for each form either not furnished to the shareholder’s return or filing Form 4562,such as under the at-risk rules.

Depreciation and Amortization, with the share-or furnished incomplete or incorrect. The total These rules do not apply to an S corpora-
holder’s return. For more information, see Op-tion with five or fewer shareholders if eachpenalty, however, cannot be more than
tional Write-off for Certain Expenditures in theshareholder is a natural person or an estate$100,000 for the calendar year. For informa-

(but not a passthrough shareholder), unless instructions for Form 6251.tion on the substitute Schedule K–1, see the
the corporation chooses to have them apply.instructions for Schedule K and Schedule K–1
There cannot be more than five shareholders(Form 1120S). Pro rata share.  Except as explained later
at any time during the year. For S corpora- under Terminating S Corporation Status, each
tions, a husband and wife, and their estates, shareholder’s pro rata share of each item to

Criminal penalties.  Criminal penalties can be are treated as one shareholder. For stock be entered on Schedules K and K–1 is figured
imposed for willful failure to file, tax evasion, or owned by tenants in common or joint tenants, on a per day, per share basis.
making a false statement. each individual is considered a shareholder. A pro rata share is figured as follows:

1) Divide the item by the number of days inSelf-employment tax.  A shareholder’s shareAmended return.  To correct an error on a the S corporation’s tax year (to figure theof the corporation’s taxable income is not self-
Form 1120S already filed, the corporation daily amount of the item),employment income, even though it is in-
should file a corrected Form 1120S and check cluded in gross income of the shareholder. 2) Multiply the daily amount of the item bybox 4 in item F on the top part of the return. If However, if a shareholder is an officer of the percentage of stock owned by thethe amended return results in a change to in- the corporation and performs substantial ser- shareholder on that day (to figure thecome, or a change in the distribution of any in- vices, he or she is considered an employee. shareholder’s daily part of the dailycome or other information provided to share- Reasonable compensation for these services amount of the items), andholders, an amended Schedule K–1 (Form is subject to FICA, FUTA, and income tax with-
1120S) must also be filed with the amended 3) Total the shareholder’s daily parts of theholding, no matter what the corporation calls
Form 1120S and given to each shareholder. daily amount of the item (to figure thethe payments.
Be sure to check box 2 in item D of each shareholder’s pro rata share of the itemIf an officer of the corporation who is re-

for the tax year).amended Schedule K–1. sponsible for the withholding of taxes willfully
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If there is no change in the percentage of Reporting requirements.  An S corpora- year the corporation is an S corporation, the
stock a shareholder owns during the tax year, tion can deduct as salary and wages on Form excess is treated as incurred by the share-
that shareholder’s pro rata share of an item is 1120S the health and accident insurance pre- holder on the last day of the corporation’s
the amount of the item times the percentage miums paid on behalf of its 2% shareholder- post-termination transition period.  See Post-
of stock owned by the shareholder during the employees. If the payments are made under a termination transition period, later. This ex-
year. plan or system for employees and their depen- cess amount cannot be more than the share-

dents, or for a class of employees and depen- holder’s adjusted basis of the stock in the cor-
dents, the payments generally are excluded poration, determined at the close of the lastTreatment of family groups.  If an individual
from ‘‘wages’’ for social security and Medicare day of the post-termination transition period.who is a member of the family of one or more
tax purposes. The losses or deductions taken into accountshareholders of an S corporation does not re-

The S corporation must file a Form W–2 for during this period reduce the shareholder’sceive a reasonable compensation for services
each of its 2% shareholder-employees and in-or capital furnished to the corporation, IRS can basis in the stock of the corporation.
clude these premiums as salary and wages forreallocate any items of income, deductions,
federal income tax purposes.etc., among the individual and shareholders Adjustments to basis of shareholder’s

who are members of the family to properly re- stock.  During the time the corporation is an S
flect the value of the services or capital. The corporation, each shareholder will increase orLimits on Shareholder’s
family of any shareholder includes only the decrease the basis of his or her stock, but notLossesspouse, ancestors, lineal descendants, and below zero, as explained below.
trusts for the primary benefit of such persons. Increases.  Each shareholder’s pro rataand Deductions 

share of the following items increases the ba-S corporation shareholders who hold stock at
Below-market interest rate loans.  On cer- sis of the stock:any time during the year claim their share of
tain loans an S corporation makes to employ- corporate losses and deductions, subject to 1) All income items of the S corporation, in-ees or shareholders, the S corporation may be certain limits, on their individual tax returns. cluding tax-exempt income, that are sep-considered as having received interest in-

arately stated,come and having paid compensation or divi- Basis Limit 2) Any nonseparately stated income of the Sdends equal to that interest. For more informa-
The amount of losses and deductions a share- corporation, andtion, see chapter 8 in Publication 535.
holder can take is limited to the adjusted basis

3) The amount of the deduction for deple-of:Health and accident insurance.  An S corpo- tion that is more than the basis of the
ration can deduct health and accident insur- 1) The shareholder’s stock, plus property being depleted.
ance premiums paid on behalf of its share-

2) Any loans the shareholder makes to theholder-employees, their  spouses, and If an amount described in (1) or (2), above,corporation.dependents. Generally, the cost of these pre- must be included in income, a shareholder can
miums is not included in the shareholder-em- increase the basis of the stock only by theTo arrive at the adjusted basis of a share-ployee’s gross income. However, the cost is amount actually included as gross income onholder’s stock or loans, the shareholder’s ba-included in the gross income of a shareholder- his or her individual income tax return. Thissis must first be determined. If the stock wasemployee who, on any day during the corpora- amount is increased or decreased by any ad-purchased, the basis is usually its cost. Iftion’s tax year, holds more than 2% of the cor- justments in a redetermination of the share-money was loaned to the S corporation, theporation’s outstanding stock or combined vot- holder’s tax liability.basis is usually the amount of the loan. Seeing power.

Decreases.  Each shareholder’s pro rataPublication 551, Basis of Assets, for more in-For tax years beginning after 1994, a 2%
share of the following items decreases the ba-formation on basis. If a shareholder receivedshareholder-employee can deduct an amount
sis of the stock:stock in the S corporation in exchange forequal to 30% of the part of these premiums

property, his or her basis in the stock is gener- 1) Distributions by the S corporation thatpaid for medical care if:
ally the same as his or her basis in the property were not included in the shareholder’s in-1) The amount deducted is not more than transferred, with certain adjustments. See come because of the rules explainedthe earned income (wages) received as Publication 542. under Distributions to Shareholders, later,an employee of the S corporation, and A shareholder’s guarantee of a third party

2) All loss and deduction items of the S cor-loan to an S corporation does not increase the2) The shareholder-employee is not eligible
poration that are separately stated,basis of the shareholder’s stock, nor consti-to participate in any subsidized health

tute a loan from the shareholder to the corpo- 3) Any nonseparately stated loss of the Splan maintained by any employer of the
ration. However, if a guarantor shareholder corporation,shareholder-employee or his or her
must make payments on the loan, the pay-spouse. 4) Any expense of the S corporation that is
ments are treated as a loan from the share-

not deductible in figuring its taxable in-
holder to the S corporation.Shareholder-employees should see chap- come and not properly chargeable to cap-

For purposes of determining the limit, theter 10 in Publication 535, Business Expenses, ital account, and
adjusted basis of the shareholder’s stock isfor more information on figuring the deduction.

5) The shareholder’s deduction for depletionfigured at year end and includes the in-Medical deduction.  The 30% deduction
of oil and gas property held by the S cor-creases, but not the decreases, for that yearfor medical insurance premiums is taken on
poration to the extent it is not more thanlisted later under Adjustments to basis ofline 26, Form 1040. This amount should not be
the shareholder’s share of the adjustedshareholder’s stock. The adjusted basis of anyincluded with other medical expenses when
basis of the property.loans is figured before any of the adjustments,figuring the medical deduction on Schedule A

discussed later under Adjustments to basis of(Form 1040). However, the balance of the pre-
indebtedness, are made for the tax year. Adjustments to basis of indebtedness.  Inmiums may be included in medical expenses

certain cases, a shareholder can decrease theIf the amount of the loss or deduction of aon Schedule A.
basis of any loans he or she made to the S cor-shareholder is limited, the excess is treated asThe deduction for medical insurance pre-
poration, and in later years restore the basis.incurred by the corporation in the next tax yearmiums is not to be taken into account in deter-

for that shareholder. It can be carried over un- Reduction of basis.  If for any tax year themining an individual’s net earnings from self-
til used by that shareholder, unless it is limited amounts specified  in items (2), (3), (4), andemployment.
by some other provision. (5), above, under Decreases, are more thanThese payments are not to be considered

the amount needed to reduce the sharehold-If the shareholder’s losses or deductionsdistributions for purposes of the one-class-of-
er’s basis in stock to zero, the excess must beare limited, as explained above, for the last taxstock requirement, discussed earlier.
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used to reduce, but not below zero, the share- Depletion of oil and gas property.  The cost before 1987, and the shareholder acquired the
or percentage depletion for oil and gas prop- interest in the S corporation before 1987.holder’s basis in any loans made to the S
erty is figured by each S corporation share- However, the at-risk rules do apply to lossescorporation.
holder and not by the S corporation. The cor- from an interest in an S corporation acquiredRestoring basis of loans.  If the share-
poration gives to each shareholder a pro rata after 1986, regardless of when the propertyholder’s basis in any loans made to the S cor-
share of the basis of the oil or gas property at used in the activity of holding real propertyporation is reduced, as previously explained,
the later of: was placed in service.any net increase for a later tax year, figured

See Publication 925 for more information.above under Adjustments to basis of share- 1) The date the oil or gas property was ac-
holder’s stock, should first be used to restore quired, or
the basis of the loans and next to increase the Limit on Losses and Credits2) The first day of the first tax year that be-
basis of the stock. from Passive Activities gins after 1982 in which the corporation is

an S corporation. The limits on passive activity losses and cred-
Loan repayments.  If the shareholder’s basis its may apply to losses and credits from an S
in the loan was reduced (and has not subse- Shareholders must keep records of their corporation. These limits apply after the at-risk
quently been completely restored), he or she share of the adjusted basis of each oil and gas limits. Generally, a passive activity is any activ-
will have income (other than interest) when property of the corporation, adjust their share ity that involves the conduct of any trade or
the S corporation makes a payment on the of the adjusted basis for any depletion taken business in which the shareholder does not
loan. Each loan payment (other than interest) on the property, and use the adjusted basis materially participate. It also includes any
must be allocated in part to a return of the each year to figure cost depletion or to figure rental activity. However, if the taxpayer materi-
shareholder’s basis in the loan and in part to gain or loss if the S corporation disposes of ally participates in a rental real estate activity
income. the property. and meets certain eligibility requirements, the

To figure the amount of income to report If the S corporation distributes the oil or rental activity is not a passive activity. See
from the loan payments, the shareholder gas property to its shareholders, the corpora- Publication 925 and the instructions for Form
should: tion’s adjusted basis of the property is the sum 1120S for information on how to report these

of the shareholders’ adjusted bases in the activities to shareholders on Schedule K–1.1) Figure the adjusted basis of the loan
property. Shareholders should see the Shareholder’sbefore payment.

Instructions for Schedule K–1 (Form 1120S).
2) Divide the adjusted basis in the loan by At-Risk Limit 

the outstanding loan balance.
At-risk rules may limit an S corporation share-

3) Multiply the payment by the percentage holder’s deductible loss from an activity con- Distributionsfrom step (2). This amount is the part of ducted through an S corporation. These limita-
the payment that will be a return of basis tions apply at the shareholder level. An S to Shareholders in the loan. corporation shareholder’s amount at risk

How S corporation distributions to a share-equals:4) Take the difference between the amount
holder are taxed depends on whether the cor-of the payment and the amount from step 1) The shareholder’s cash contributions and
poration has earnings and profits.(3). This is the amount that the share- the adjusted basis of other property that

An S corporation is not considered to haveholder must report as ordinary income. the shareholder contributed to the S cor-
earnings and profits for tax years beginning af-poration, plus
ter 1982. However, the corporation may haveThe basis of the loan is reduced even if the 2) Amounts borrowed for use in the activity accumulated earnings and profits from yearsshareholder has no tax benefit from the de- either that the shareholder is personally li- before 1983 or from tax years before an S cor-duction for the basis reduction. able for the repayment of, or for which the poration election was made. For more infor-

To figure the adjusted basis of the loan for shareholder has pledged property not mation, see S Corporation with Earnings and
a later payment, for a later restoration of basis, used in the activity as security. Profits, later.
or for a later reduction of basis in the loan be-

Distributions from an S corporation that
cause of additional losses, the shareholder To determine if the at-risk rules apply to an does not have any earnings and profits gener-
should subtract any amounts that are a return activity, the S corporation must identify each ally will be a nontaxable return of the share-
of basis from the adjusted basis of the loan. activity engaged in. When the S corporation is holder’s basis in the corporate stock. How-

involved in more than one activity, and one or ever, if the distributions are more than the
Worthless stock and debt.  If an S corpora- more of the activities incurs a loss for the year, shareholder’s adjusted basis in the stock, the
tion’s stock or loans to the S corporation be- the profit and loss of each activity is figured excess is taxable as a sale or exchange of

separately. The S corporation should providecome worthless during a tax year, the share- property. See S Corporation with No Earnings
each shareholder with a schedule that reflectsholder first adjusts the basis of his or her stock and Profits, later.
that shareholder’s part of gross income andor debt by the shareholder’s pro rata share of If the S corporation has earnings and prof-
deductions for each activity.the corporation’s items of income, deduction, its, the distributions may be taxable dividends,

Separate activities must be combined andetc., for that year. a nontaxable return of basis, or taxable as a
treated as one activity if:After adjusting the basis of stock and sale or exchange of property. See S Corpora-

loans, the shareholder must treat the worth- 1) The shareholder actively participates in tion with Earnings and Profits.
less stock or registered loans as a loss from the management of the trade or business, A shareholder who receives a distribution
the sale or exchange of a capital asset. A or from an S corporation must wait until the close
worthless unregistered loan is treated as a of the corporation’s tax year to be able to fig-2) 65% or more of the losses from the oper-
short-term capital loss. ure the tax treatment of the distribution.ations are allocated to persons who ac-

Example.  If a shareholder has no basis in The S corporation’s distributions may be intively participate in the management of
his or her S corporation stock, but has basis in the form of cash or property.the trade or business.
debt owed by the corporation, and the debt If the corporation distributes cash, the
becomes worthless, corporate losses for the shareholder uses the amount received to fig-In addition, all activities involving tangible
year will first be passed through to the share- ure the tax effect and the adjusted basis of hispersonal property leased or held for lease
holder. These losses will reduce the share- or her stock.must be treated as one activity.
holder’s basis in the debt, which in turn will re- If property other than cash is distributed,The at-risk rules do not apply to an activity
duce the amount of the short-term capital loss the amount the shareholder uses as a distribu-of holding real property (other than mineral
for the worthless debt. tion is the fair market value of the property.property) if the property was placed in service
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Stock redemption.  A stock redemption oc- substantially disproportionate unless immedi- S Corporation with
curs when a corporation reacquires its stock in ately after the redemption the shareholder

Earnings and Profits exchange for property, whether or not the owns less than 50% of the total combined vot-
The existence of earnings and profits is impor-stock is cancelled, retired, or held as treasury ing power of all classes of stock entitled to
tant to an S corporation if it has passive invest-stock. The property can be money, securities, vote.
ment income or makes distributions. The pres-or any property other than the corporation’s The distribution is also not treated as being
ence of earnings and profits can mean that astock or rights to such stock. A redemption is substantially disproportionate, if the redemp-
distribution is a taxable dividend or the corpo-treated either as a distribution in part or full tion is made under a plan whose purpose or
ration is liable for a tax on its excess net pas-payment in exchange for the stock or as a dis- effect is a series of redemptions which result
sive income. See Tax on Excess Net Passivetribution of property. in the aggregate in a distribution which is not
Income, earlier.A redemption is treated as a distribution in substant ia l ly  d ispropor t ionate  to  the

An S corporation is not considered to havepayment for stock if any one of the following shareholder.
earnings and profits for tax years beginning af-tests apply:
ter 1982 in which it was an S corporation.Appreciated property distributions.  If an S1) The redemption is substantially dispro-
However, an S corporation can have earningscorporation distributes appreciated property,portionate with respect to the sharehold-
and profits from:the S corporation will be treated as if it hader’s actual or constructive holdings; (See

sold the property to the shareholders at fair 1) Tax years in which the corporation wasSubstantially disproportionate distribu-
market value. Appreciated property is S corpo- not an S corporation,tion, later.)
ration property that has a fair market value that

2) The redemption terminates the share- 2) Any of the S corporation’s tax years thatis more than its adjusted basis to the S
holder’s entire interest in the corporation; began before 1983, orcorporation.

The amount the shareholder uses as a3) The redemption is not essentially 3) A corporate acquisition that results in a
value to figure the tax treatment of the prop-equivalent to a dividend; or carryover of earnings and profits under
erty distribution is the fair market value at the section 381 of the Internal Revenue4) The redemption is of stock held by a
date of distribution. Code.noncorporate shareholder and is made in

partial liquidation of the redeeming
Earnings and profits can be reduced by anS Corporation withcorporation.

S corporation for payment of the tax from re-No Earnings and Profits computing a prior-year investment credit. ThisGain or loss to a shareholder from a distri- If the S corporation has no earnings and prof- reduction of earnings and profits may affectbution that is a payment in exchange for stock its, any distribution a shareholder receives is a the tax treatment of distributions by an S cor-is figured as if the redemption were a stock return of basis in the shareholder’s stock in poration to its shareholders.sale. the S corporation. The distribution will either If an S corporation has earnings and prof-If the redemption payments are treated as reduce the adjusted basis of his or her stock in its, it may also have previously taxed income.a distribution of property, the amount paid that the S corporation or be a gain from the sale of In that case, a shareholder’s treatment of ais treated as a dividend and the amount paid property. distribution is more complex than the treat-that is treated as a capital gain are determined At the close of an S corporation’s tax year, ment described earlier for S corporations withas follows: the shareholder must adjust his or her basis in no earnings and profits. There is a general
1) Subtract from the amount paid both any the S corporation stock for all increases and treatment for distributions of S corporations

corporate liabilities assumed by the decreases listed earlier under Adjustments to with earnings and profits and previously taxed
shareholder and any liability to which the Basis of Shareholder’s Stock. This does not income and another treatment for S corpora-
distributed property is subject. Any include the decrease to adjusted basis for any tions that elect, with the consent of their
amount remaining, but not more than distributions during the S corporation’s tax shareholders, to first distribute earnings and
the earnings and profits of the corpora- year. profits.
tion, is treated as a dividend. The shareholder then uses this adjusted Retained earnings accounts.  Retained

basis to figure the tax treatment of any distri- earnings accounts contain any accumulated2) If the amount remaining in 1) above is
butions received during the S corporation’s tax earnings and profits (E&P) of the corporation.more than the earnings and profits of the
year. If the corporation has accumulated earningscorporation, subtract from the amount

If the distributions are less than or equal and profits, it must maintain separate ac-remaining both the earnings and profits
to the adjusted basis, they are a return of capi- counts for previously taxed income (PTI) andof the corporation and the shareholder’s
tal. The adjusted basis of the shareholder’s the accumulated adjustments account (AAA).adjusted basis in the stock. The result, if
stock after being reduced for the distributions If the accumulated E&P was accumulatedmore than zero, is treated as a capital
is next year’s beginning adjusted basis. before the corporation became an S corpora-gain.

If the distributions are more than the ad- tion, the corporation may be liable for the tax
justed basis of the shareholder’s stock, the ex- imposed on excess net passive income, dis-Substantially disproportionate distribu-
cess is a gain from the sale or exchange of cussed earlier.tion.  A distribution is substantially dispropor-
property. As such, the gain is generally long- If a corporation has accumulated E&P, thetionate if:
or short-term capital gain. For purposes of the retained earnings and accumulated E&P usu-

1) The ratio which the voting stock of the limits on losses and credits from passive activ- ally will not be the same because of the spe-
corporation owned by the shareholder im- ities, the gain is treated as gain from the sale cial rules for figuring retained earnings. If themediately after the redemption bears to or exchange of the S corporation stock. The E&P was accumulated after the corporationall of the voting stock of the corporation at next year’s beginning basis for shareholder’s became an S corporation, the rules in effectsuch time, is less than 80% of— stock is zero. before 1983 would apply in figuring accumu-

2) The ratio which the voting stock of the lated E&P.Example.  Acme, an S corporation, has no
corporation owned by the shareholder im- earnings and profits. Acme distr ibutes
mediately before the redemption bears to $80,000 to its only shareholder, Betty. Her ad- Shareholder’s treatment of distributions. 
all of the voting stock of the corporation at justed basis in the stock is $50,000. The If an S corporation has earnings and profits
that time. amount of the distribution that is more than her but has not elected to treat distributions as

adjusted basis in the stock, $30,000 ($80,000 coming from them first, discussed later, any
Distributions not substantially dispropor- – $50,000), is taxable as a gain from the sale distribution it makes will come from one or
tionate.  The distribution will not be treated as or exchange of property. more of the sources described below.
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The sources, their order of application, and Third, once the distributions have reduced Type of Taxable
Distribution Source Distribution Yes/Notheir tax effect are as follows:  Distributions the PTI to zero, any excess is treated

made by an S corporation with accumulated as a dividend to the extent of earnings
$80,000 Reduction inearnings and profits. and profits.
(30,000) From AAA basis No

First, treat the distribution as coming out of Fourth, any excess, after applying the
the accumulated adjustments account $50,000Third step above, is treated as if the S
(AAA), to the extent of the AAA. (10,000) From E & P Dividend Yescorporation had no earnings and prof-

its. Where an S corporation has no ac-The portion of the distribution that is
$40,000 Remaining Reduction incumulated earnings and profits, thenot more than the AAA is treated
(20,000) basis basis Nodistributions are not included in grossthe same as a distribution from an S

income to the extent that the distribu-corporation with no earnings and Sale or
tions are not more than the sharehold-profits. That is, the distribution is $20,000 Excess of exchange of
er’s adjusted basis in the stock. Anyfirst applied as a nontaxable return (20,000) basis property Yes
amount that a shareholder receivesof basis in the shareholder’s stock

-0-that is more than his or her basis in thein the S corporation.
stock is taxed as gain from the sale or The corporation reports a $10,000 divi-This return of basis reduces the ad-
exchange of property. dend to the shareholder on Form 1099–DIV,justed basis of a shareholder’s

Dividends and Distributions, and $70,000 instock in the S corporation.
Accumulated adjustments account property distributions on Schedule K–1,

Any amount of the distribution that is Shareholder’s Share of Income, Credits, De-(AAA).  The S corporation should maintain an
more than the shareholder’s basis ductions, etc.AAA, which is adjusted each year for income,
is then treated as a gain from the See the discussion on Adjustments to ba-losses, and expenses. The AAA is adjusted in
sale or exchange of property. sis of shareholder’s stock under Figuringa similar way as the shareholder’s basis in the

Shareholder Taxable Income, earlier.The AAA is decreased (but not below stock of the S corporation, except that no ad-
Election to first distribute earnings andzero) by the amount of the distribu- justment is made for tax-exempt income or re-

profits.  For any tax year, an S corporationtion treated as coming from it. lated expenses.
can elect its distributions as coming first fromOn the first day of an S corporation’s firstSecond, treat that portion of the distribu-
earnings and profits if all shareholders who re-tax year that begins after 1982, the balance oftion which remains after applying the
ceive a distribution during the tax year consentthe corporation’s AAA is zero. The balance ofFirst step above as a dividend to the
to the election.the corporation’s AAA at the end of the taxextent it is not more than the accumu- The shareholder’s consent to the electionyear can be a negative amount. Income in alated earnings and profits of the S is effective only for the tax year for which it islater year will make the account positive onlycorporation. made. If the corporation makes an effectiveafter the negative balance has been restored.Third, any excess, after applying the Sec- election, each shareholder will report a divi-

If an S corporation redeems stock andond step above, is treated as if the S dend in the amount of the distribution that is
treats the redemption distribution as an ex-corporation had no earnings and prof- treated as coming out of earnings and profits.
change, the corporation’s AAA is adjusted inits. The distribution reduces any re- After the earnings and profits are completely
an amount equal to the ratable share of themaining basis of the shareholder’s distributed, any future distributions are gener-
corporation’s AAA (whether negative or posi- ally treated as explained earlier under S Cor-stock and any excess is treated as pay-
tive) attributable to the redeemed stock as of poration with No Earnings and Profits.ment in exchange for stock. See S Cor-
the date of the redemption. If the S corporation with previously taxedporation with No Earnings and Profits,

If an S corporation redeems stock in a re- income elects to distribute earnings and prof-earlier.
demption that is treated as a distribution of its first for the tax year, and does not make the
property, and the proceeds from the redemp- election to forego previously taxed income,Order of distribution when S corporation
tion are distributed to the shareholders, the the distributions are treated as made:has earnings and profits and pre-1983 previ-
AAA is decreased (but not below zero) by theously taxed income (PTI): ● First, from previously taxed income;
full amount of the distribution.

First, treat the distributions as made out of ● Second, from earnings and profits; andPreviously taxed income (PTI).  The pre-
the AAA to the extent of that account. viously taxed income account relates to the ● Third, from the AAA.Treat that portion that does not exceed rules used for Subchapter S corporations
the AAA the same as a distribution

before the Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982 Any portion of the distribution that remainsfrom an S corporation with no earnings
became effective. PTI is personal to a share- after the previously taxed income, earningsand profits. See the First item under the
holder and cannot be transferred to another and profits, and the AAA are exhausted isprevious discussion.
shareholder. If the S corporation has earnings treated as a distribution from an S corporation

Second, treat any cash distributions as and profits, a distribution from PTI is important that has no earnings and profits.
coming out of PTI from S corporation to a shareholder because an S corporation If the S corporation making the election to
tax years beginning before 1983, after shareholder who has PTI may receive a non- distribute earnings and profits first has both
the distributions have reduced the AAA Subchapter C earnings and profits and Sub-taxable distribution from PTI. The distribution
to zero. This portion of the distribution chapter S earnings and profits in a tax year offrom PTI comes after a distribution from AAA
is treated the same as a distribution by the corporation in which the distribution isand before a dividend distribution from earn-
an S corporation with no earnings and made, the distributions are treated as made:ings and profits.
profits. These amounts will then reduce A distribution of PTI will reduce the share- ● First from Subchapter C earnings and prof-the shareholder’s basis in the stock holder’s basis in the S corporation stock and its, andand in his or her PTI account. The dis-

the balance of the shareholder’s PTI account.tribution of cash cannot be more than ● Second from Subchapter S earnings and
Example.  Cord, an S corporation, has ac-the shareholder’s net share immedi- profits.

cumulated earnings and profits of $10,000. Itately before the distribution of the cor-
poration’s PTI. The AAA and the earn- distributes $80,000 to its only shareholder, Subchapter S earnings and profits are earn-
ings and profits of the corporation are Don. His basis in the stock is $50,000. Cord ings and profits accumulated in a tax year be-
not decreased by this portion of the has $30,000 in its AAA. The order of distribu- ginning before January 1, 1983, for which a
distribution. tions and how they are taxed follow: Subchapter S election was in effect.
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If the S corporation does not completely it can again become an S corporation. If it gets See S Termination Year, later, for informa-
distribute earnings and profits in the first tax the permission of the IRS, the waiting period tion on filing returns for the S termination year.
year in which it makes the election and wishes can be less than 5 years.
to make the same election for the next year, it Ceasing To Qualify 
must repeat the election and again obtain the Revoking S Corporation A corporation’s status as an S corporation willnecessary consents from the shareholders

be terminated if at any time the corporationStatus who receive the distributions.
ceases to qualify as an S corporation. If the

An S corporation election can be revoked by corporation inadvertently ceases to qualify,
the corporation for any tax year. It can be re-Distributions during a post-termination see the later discussion of Inadvertent
voked only if shareholders who collectivelytransition period.  Generally, distributions of Termination.
own more than 50% of the outstanding sharesmoney during a post-termination transition pe- Certain events can cause the corporation
in the S corporation’s stock (including anyriod by a former S corporation to its sharehold- to cease qualifying as an S corporation. Some
nonvoting stock) consent to the revocation.ers reduce the shareholders’ adjusted bases of these include:
The consenting shareholders must own theirin their stock up to the amount in the accumu-

1) Having more than 35 shareholders,stock in the S corporation at the time the revo-lated adjustments account (AAA). The former
cation is made.S corporation can elect, with the consent of all 2) Transferring stock in the S corporation to

its shareholders to whom distributions are — A corporation,
made (whether or not they are cash distribu- How to revoke.  The revocation must be

— A partnership,tions) during this period, to have all distribu- made by the corporation in the form of a state-
tions of money treated as dividends up to the ment. The statement must provide: — An ineligible trust, or
amount of the corporation’s earnings and prof- — A nonresident alien,1) That the corporation is revoking its elec-
its. Distributions that are more than the corpo- tion to be treated as an S corporation 3) Creating a second class of stock, andration’s earnings and profits reduce the share- under section 1362(a) of the Internal Rev-
holders’ adjusted bases in their stock. See S 4) Acquiring a subsidiary, other than certainenue Code,
Corporation with Earnings and Profits, earlier. nonoperating subsidiaries.

2) The name, address, and taxpayer identifi-The corporation makes this election by at-
cation number of the corporation,taching a statement to its Form 1120 for the Effective date of termination.  A termination

year in which the post-termination transition of S corporation status will be effective as of3) The number of shares of stock (including
period ends that clearly indicates the corpora- the date the terminating event occurred.nonvoting stock) outstanding at the time
tion elects to have section 1371(e)(1) not ap- A corporation that ceases to be a smallthe revocation is made, and
ply to all distributions made during this period. business corporation on a date other than the

4) The date the revocation is to be effectiveThe statement must be signed by a person au- first day of the tax year will create an S termi-
for revocations that specify a prospectivethorized to sign the corporation return and by nation year. For more information on filing tax
revocation date.all the shareholders that must consent to the returns for the S termination year, see S Ter-

election. mination Year, later.
This statement must be signed by any per-Post-termination transition period.  The

son authorized to sign the S corporation re-post-termination transition period is the period Violating theturn. It must be sent to the service centerbeginning on the day after the last day of the
where the corporation filed its election to be Passive Income Restriction corporation’s last tax year as an S corporation
an S corporation.and ending on the later of: A corporation’s status as an S corporation will

To this statement of revocation, the corpo- be terminated if both of the following condi-1) The day which is 1 year after such last ration should attach a statement of consent, tions occur for 3 consecutive tax years:day, or which must be signed by each shareholder,
1) It has pre-S corporation earnings andunder penalties of perjury, who consents to2) The due date for the last S corporation re-

profits at the end of each tax year.the revocation. It must also provide the name,turn (including extensions), and
2) Its passive investment income for eachaddress, and taxpayer identification number of

tax year is more than 25% of gross re-each shareholder, the number of shares ofThe 120 days beginning on the date a determi-
ceipts. (Passive investment income andoutstanding stock (including nonvoting stock)nation that the S corporation’s election had
gross receipts are figured as explainedeach shareholder holds at the time the revo-terminated for a previous tax year. (A determi-
earlier under Tax on Excess Net Passivecation is made, the date or dates the stocknation means a court decision that becomes
Income.)was acquired, the date the shareholder’s taxfinal, a closing agreement, or an agreement

year ends, the name and taxpayer identifica-between the corporation and the IRS that the
Effective date of termination.  A terminationtion number of the S corporation, and the elec-corporation did not qualify.)
of S corporation status because of a violationtion to which the shareholder consents.
of the passive income restriction will be effec-
tive on the first day of the tax year that followsEffective date of revocation.  The revoca-Terminating the third consecutive tax year referred totion is effective:
above. See also Inadvertent Termination, dis-

1) On the first day of the tax year if the revo-S Corporation Status cussed later.
cation is made by the 15th day of the 3rd

The corporation’s status as an S corporation month of the same tax year.
can be terminated in any of the following ways: S Termination Year 

2) On the first day of the following tax year if
Any termination previously described in Re-1) By revoking the election. the revocation is made after the 15th day
voking S Corporation Status and Ceasing To2) By ceasing to qualify as an S corporation. of the 3rd month of a tax year.
Qualify that is effective during the tax year on a

3) By violating the passive investment in- 3) On the date specified if the revocation date other than the first day of that tax year will
come restrictions on S corporations with specifies a date on or after the day the create an S termination year. The part of the S
pre-S corporation earnings and profits for revocation is made. termination year ending on the date before the
three consecutive tax years. effective date of the termination is an 1120S

A corporation that specifies a prospective (S corporation) short tax year. The part of the
Five-year waiting period.  If a corporation’s date for revocation that is other than the first S termination year beginning on the first day
status as an S corporation has been termi- day of the tax year will create an S termination on which the termination is effective is an
nated, it generally must wait 5 tax years before year. 1120 (C corporation) short tax year.
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After the S termination year is divided into basis of its normal tax accounting 2) The tentative minimum tax for the tax year
an 1120S short year and an 1120 short year, will have the same relation to the tax fig-method.
the separately stated items of income, loss, ured on the annual basis as the number of2) The name, address, and taxpayer identifi-
credit, and deduction, and the amount of the months in the short period has to 12.cation number of the corporation.
nonseparately stated income or loss must be

3) The cause and date of the termination.divided between the periods. There are two  For more information on the alternative
methods that can be used to make this divi- minimum tax, see Publication 542.4) The signature of the person authorized to
sion. They are: sign Form 1120S.
1) A pro rata allocation, or Inadvertent Termination 5) A separate statement of consent signed

If the corporation is terminated because it2) An allocation based on normal tax ac- (under penalty of perjury) by each person
ceased to qualify as an S corporation, or be-counting rules. who is, or was, a shareholder at any time
cause it violated the restriction on passive in-during the 1120S short year and on the
vestment income, the IRS can waive the termi-After the separately stated items and the first day of the 1120 short year. The state-
nation. The termination can be waived if:nonseparately stated income or loss are di- ment of consent must include the name,

vided, one set of amounts is used for the address, and taxpayer identification num- 1) The IRS determines that the termination
1120S short year and the other set of amounts ber of each shareholder, the number of was inadvertent,
is used for the 1120 short year. shares owned by the shareholder, the 2) The corporation takes steps to correctThe corporation will have to file two returns dates they were acquired, the date on the terminating event within a reasonableto cover the S termination year. One covers which the shareholder’s tax year ends, period of time after discovering it, andthe 1120S short year and one covers the 1120 the S corporation’s name and taxpayer

3) The corporation and its shareholdersshort year. The S termination year will count identification number, and the election to
agree to any adjustments the IRS mayonly as one tax year for figuring carrybacks which the shareholder consents.
require.and carryovers, even though two returns are

filed for the year. Under the alternate method of allocation,
For example, a corporation determined inthe corporation reports all items of income,

good faith that it had no pre-S corporationPro rata allocation.  Generally, a pro rata al- loss, deduction, or credit based on the corpo-
earnings and profits. It was later found on auditlocation must be used unless the sharehold- ration’s books and records (including work-
that its S corporation status was terminateders and S corporation specifically indicate they sheets). The items will be split between the
because the corporation had violated the pas-choose to use the other allocation method. 1120S short year and the 1120 short year ac-
sive investment income test and had pre-SThe pro rata allocation is made in the fol- cording to the time they were realized or in-
corporation accumulated earnings for 3 con-lowing way: curred based on the corporation’s books and
secutive years. In such a situation, the IRS1) Determine for the entire S termination records.
may find that the terminating event wasyear the amount of each separately The alternate method of allocation must be
inadvertent.stated item of income, loss, deduction, or used if 50% or more of the corporation’s stock The corporation can request a ruling to de-credit and the amount of the non- is sold or exchanged during the S termination termine whether the termination was inadver-separately stated income or loss. year. tent by following the procedures set out in

2) Divide each amount by the number of Revenue Procedure 95–1, 1995–1 I.R.B.
Return for 1120S short year.  Form 1120Sdays in the S termination year. There is a fee for requesting this ruling. For
for the 1120S short year is due at the same more information and a schedule of fees, get3) Multiply the amounts from step (2) by the
time as Form 1120 is due for the 1120 short Publication 1375.number of days in the Form 1120S short
year, including extensions. The request should set forth all relevantyear. These amounts are used for the

facts pertaining to the terminating event, in-Form 1120S filed for the 1120S short
Return for 1120 short year.  To figure the tax cluding the date of the corporation’s electionyear.
on the Form 1120 for the 1120 short year, the to be an S corporation, a detailed explanation4) Multiply the amounts from step (2) by the taxable income for the 1120 short year must of the event causing termination, when andnumber of days in the 1120 short year.
be annualized. how the event was discovered, and the stepsThese amounts are used for the Form

This annualization is done in the following taken to return the corporation to small busi-1120 filed for the 1120 short year.
way: ness corporation status.

Such ruling requests should be sent to:1) Multiply the taxable income for the 1120The pro rata allocation cannot be made to
short year by the number of days in the Sany item that results from a corporation’s elec- The Internal Revenue Service

tion to treat a stock purchase as an asset termination year. Associate Chief Counsel (Domestic)
purchase. Attention: CC:DOM:CORP:T2) Divide the amount from step (1) by the

The pro rata allocation cannot be made if P.O. Box 7604number of days in the 1120 short year.
50% or more of the corporation’s stock is sold Ben Franklin Station

3) Figure the tax on the amount from stepor exchanged during the S termination year. Washington, DC 20044
(2).

Allocation based on normal accounting 4) Multiply the tax from step (3) by the num- The package should be marked ‘‘Ruling Re-
rules.  A corporation can elect an allocation ber of days in the 1120 short year. quest Submission.’’
based on normal accounting rules. All persons However, a corporation can apply for auto-5) Divide the amount from step (4) by thewho are, or were, shareholders at any time matic inadvertent termination relief if its S cor-number of days in the S termination year.during the 1120S short year and on the first poration status is terminated solely because
day of the 1120 short year must consent to the the stock of the corporation was transferred to

To figure the corporate alternative mini-choice. a trust whose current income beneficiary (or
mum tax for the short year, make the followingThe corporation makes this choice by filing the legal representative of the current income
adjustments:a statement with the return for the 1120 short beneficiary) inadvertently failed to file a timely

year, which includes the following: 1) The alternative minimum taxable income election to be a ‘‘qualified subchapter S trust.’’
for the short period is placed on an annual1) That it chooses under section 1362(e)(3) The S corporation must still meet the criteria
basis by multiplying that amount by 12of the Internal Revenue Code not to apply for S corporation status. Revenue Procedure
and dividing the result by the number ofthe rules in section 1362(e)(2), but to allo- 94–23 details the procedural requirements for

cate its termination year income on the months in the short period, and obtaining this relief and is in lieu of the letter
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ruling procedure. No user fees apply to correc- Line 9.  Repairs include only payments for Designation of tax matters person.  In-
tive action taken under this procedure. You formation relating to the shareholder desig-items that do not add to the value of the assets
can read the full text of this revenue procedure nated as the tax matters person should be pro-repaired or substantially increase their useful
at most IRS offices and at many public vided as indicated at the bottom of page 2,lives. StratoTech incurred $800 for repairs.
libraries. Form 1120S. For information on the rules forLine 10.  StratoTech must use the specific

designating a tax matters person (TMP), seecharge-off method for bad debts. Actual ac-
Temporary  Income Tax  Regu la t ioncounts written off during the year total $1,600.
301.6231(a)(7)–1T.Line 11.  Rental expense for StratoTech’sSample Return office and service building is $9,200 for the

year.StratoTech Inc., is a distributor of machinery,
Line 12.  Deductible taxes total $15,000.equipment, and supplies for the building Page 3 Line 13.  Interest expense accrued duringtrades. It uses an accrual method of account-

ing and files its returns on the calendar year. In the year amounts to $14,200. This includes in-
December 1994, StratoTech Inc., made a terest on debts for business operations only. Schedule K.  Schedule K summarizes the cor-
timely and proper election to be treated as an Interest of $850 to carry tax-exempt securities poration’s income, deductions, credits, etc.,
S corporation. and investments is not included. Interest on that are reportable by the shareholders.

the debt to carry investments that produce Line 1.  On line 1, StratoTech shows the
taxable income is $3,000. It is shown on line ordinary income (nonseparately stated in-
11a of Schedule K and passed through to the come) of $119,000 from line 21, page 1.Page 1 shareholders on Schedule K–1. Line 4.  Line 4 is used to report portfolio in-

Lines 14a and 14b.  Depreciation of come and loss items. Portfolio items includeWhen the corporation’s return is prepared for
$15,200 is brought forward from Form 4562, interest income, dividend income, royalty in-1995, the preaddressed label sent to the cor-
Depreciation and Amortization (not illus- come, short-term capital gain or loss, andporation by the IRS should be used. The
trated). If StratoTech had a section 179 de- long-term capital gain or loss. StratoTech hadpreaddressed label is designed to expedite
duction, it would not be included here. It is the following portfolio items:processing and prevent errors. If the corpora-
passed through to the shareholders on Sched-tion does not have such a label, the corpora- 1) Taxable interest income of $4,000 report-
ule K–1.tion’s name, street address, room number, able on line 4a, and

Line 16.  Advertising expense of $8,700 issuite, or unit, and city, state, and ZIP code
2) Taxable dividends of $16,000 reportableentered on line 16.should be entered in the appropriate spaces

on line 4b.Line 19.  Other ordinary and necessaryon the first page. After entering the identifying
business deductions total $78,300. These in-in fo rmat ion  a t  the  top  o f  the  page ,

Line 7.  Line 7 is for charitable contribu-StratoTech’s items of income and deductions clude miscellaneous office expenses, sales
tions. During 1995, StratoTech contributedare then reported in summary form. commissions, legal fees, etc. A schedule item-
$11,400 to the United Community Fund andizing these expenses must be attached to theThe name and employer identification
$12,600 to the State University Scholarshipreturn, even though it is not shown.number of the corporation is shown in the top
Fund. The total of $24,000 is entered on line 7.margin of all schedules and other attachments Line 20.  Total deductions are $451,000.

Lines 11a and 11b(1).  These lines showto Form 1120S. Line 21.  Ordinary income (nonseparately
the items that must be taken into account bystated income) is $119,000.
shareholders to figure their interest deductionLine items.  All applicable items for income, Corporate officer’s signature.  The cor-
on investment indebtedness. Line 11a is useddeductions, and tax listed on page 1 of Form poration return must be signed manually by
for investment interest expense. StratoTech1120S are filled in, even though totals can be the corporate officer authorized to sign. Use of
had investment interest expense of $3,000.shown in schedules attached to the return. Do the corporate seal is optional.
Line 11b(1) is for investment income.not alter, substitute, or cross out the line cap-
StratoTech had taxable interest from invest-tions printed on the official return forms.
ments (line 4a) totaling $4,000. StratoTechLine 1.  Gross sales for the year totaled
also had dividends from investments (line 4b)Page 2 $1,545,700 (line 1a), determined on the ac-
totaling $16,000. StratoTech enters $20,000crual method of accounting. After subtracting
on line 11b(1). Each shareholder’s share ofreturned goods and allowances of $21,000

Schedule A.  Schedule A is used to report the these items must be reported on Schedule K–(line 1b), net sales of $1,524,700 are entered
cost of goods sold. This figure is beginning in- 1.on line 1c.
ventory plus merchandise bought or produced Line 13.  Line 13 is for the employmentLine 2.  Cost of goods sold is deducted on
during the year minus ending inventory. credits. StratoTech has $6,000 of jobs creditsline 2. This figure, $954,700, is the total from

Line 1.  Because it  is a distr ibutor, in 1995. The credit was figured on Form 5884,Schedule A (line 8) on page 2.
StratoTech accounts for its purchasing costs Jobs Credit (not shown here).Line 3.  Net sales minus cost of goods sold
as part of the cost of goods sold. Goods on Line 17.  Tax-exempt interest is entered onresult in gross profit of $570,000.
hand at the beginning of the year were prop- line 17. StratoTech earned $5,000 of tax-ex-Line 6.  Total income on line 6 is $570,000.
erly valued at $126,000, using the lower of empt interest from state bonds.Line 7.  The salaries of the company presi-
cost or market valuation method. StratoTech Line 19.  StratoTech had $16,350 of non-dent, vice president, and secretary-treasurer
reports this amount on line 1. deductible expenses, consisting of $9,500 fortotal $170,000 and are included on line 7.

Line 2.  Purchases cost of $1,127,100 is premiums paid on term life insurance for cor-Compensation paid to corporate officers must
reported on line 2. porate officers, $850 for interest paid tobe separated from other salaries and wages

Line 7.  StratoTech had goods on hand at purchase tax-exempt securities, and $6,000and must be entered on line 7 rather than on
the end of the year properly valued at reduction of salaries due to the jobs credit.line 8.
$298,400. StratoTech reports that amount on Line 20.  Line 20 is for distributions otherLine 8.  Other salaries and wages are en-
line 7. than those reported on line 22. StratoTech dis-tered on line 8. The entry includes only sala-

Lines 9a–9e.  All applicable questions on tributed $65,000 in 1995.ries and wages not included on line 7 and not
these lines should be answered.deducted as part of cost of goods sold. Sala- Line 23.  Income of $112,000 is entered

ries and wages of $144,000 on line 8 are re- here. This is the total of Schedule K lines 1, 4a,
Schedule B.  All applicable questions in thisduced by $6,000, the amount of the employ- and 4b minus the amounts on lines 7 and 11a.
section should be answered and the appropri-ment credits, discussed later, passed through The amount is the same as that on line 8 of
ate boxes checked.to the shareholders. Schedule M–1.
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Schedule K–1.  A separate Schedule K–1 is Line 20.  Line 20 is for distributions paid Schedule M–1.  Schedule M–1 starts with the
net income per books as shown in the corpo-completed by the S corporation for each during the year other than those paid from ac-
ration’s books and records. It provides for nec-shareholder. cumulated earnings and profits and reported
essary adjustments to reconcile this amountGenerally, shareholders must treat items on Form 1099–DIV. During 1995, StratoTech
with the income shown on line 23, Schedule K.of income, loss, deduction, credit, etc., on their distributed $65,000. Mr. Green’s 45% share of

Line 1.  Line 1 is the net income per books,returns consistent with the way the S corpora- the distribution is $29,250 (45% ×  $65,000).
$106,270, shown on the corporation’s books.tion reported them on its return. A shareholder

Line 2.  Line 2 should show all income andwho shows the items differently from the way
credits included in income subject to tax thatthe S corporation reported them on Schedule
are not recorded on the books for this year.K–1 should complete Form 8082. Page 4 This can happen if assets are valued on theA copy of each shareholder’s Schedule K–
corporate books at an amount greater than1 should be filed with Form 1120S. A copy is
that used for tax purposes. When these assetskept as a part of the corporation’s records,
are sold, the gain included in taxable income isand each shareholder receives a copy with in- Schedule L.  Comparative balance sheets for
greater than that recorded on the books, andstructions attached. the beginning and end of the tax year are
the difference is shown here.StratoTech must prepare a Schedule K–1 shown on Schedule L. The balance sheets

Line 3.  Line 3 is for expenses recorded onfor each shareholder. The illustrated Schedule should agree with the S corporation’s books
the corporation’s books that cannot be de-K–1 is for John H. Green who owns 9,000 and records. Entries on this page should also
ducted. They are shown in an itemized state-shares (45%) of the corporation’s stock, agree with amounts shown elsewhere on the ment attached to the return (not illustrated). Itwhich he acquired on March 3, 1976. He de- return. For example, the figures for beginning would include the following:votes 100% of his time to the business for and ending inventories must be the same as

which he is paid $40,000. those appearing in the analysis of cost of Premiums paid on term life insurance on
Lines 1 through 10 are for each sharehold- goods sold. In addition, the figures on the bal- corporate officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 9,500

er’s distributive share of nonseparately stated ance sheet for the beginning of the tax year Interest paid to purchase tax-exempt
income or loss and separately stated income will normally agree with the balance sheet securities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850
or loss and deductions. figures for the end of the last tax year. Reduction of salaries due to jobs credit 6,000

Line 1.  Line 1 shows Mr. Green’s share of Total $16,350
nonseparately stated income of $53,550
(45% ×  $119,000). It makes no difference Schedules M–1 and M–2.  These schedules Line 4.  The total of lines 1 through 3,
whether this income was distributed to him in must be completed if the total assets (line 15, $122,620, goes on line 4.
1995. He must report $53,550 on Schedule E column (d), Schedule L) are $25,000 or more. Line 5.  Line 5 shows nontaxable income
(Form 1040) when he files his individual in- To properly complete these schedules, addi- recorded on the corporation’s books during
come tax return, Form 1040. tional information must be obtained from the the year that is not on the return. This totals

Line 4.  Line 4 is for portfolio income and corporation’s books and records. $5,000, the interest on state bonds.
loss items. Mr. Green’s share of interest in- The following appeared on the books of Line 6.  Line 6 includes all deductions
come is $1,800 (45% ×  $4,000). His share of claimed for tax purposes that are not recordedStratoTech for the calendar year 1995.
dividend income is $7,200 (45% ×  $16,000). on the corporation’s books. StratoTech enters

Line 7.  Line 7 is for Mr. Green’s share of $5,620 on line 6a. This represents the differ-
StratoTech’s charitable contributions for Account Debit Credit ence between depreciation claimed on the tax
1995. His share is $10,800 (45% ×  $24,000). Gross sales . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,545,700 return and the corporation’s books. If the cor-
Because all StratoTech’s contributions were poration had other deductions to itemize onSales returns and
given to public charities, they qualify for the this line and there was not enough space onallowances . . . . . . . . . . $ 21,000
50% limitation. the line, it would have to attach a statement toCost of goods sold . . . . . 954,700

Lines 11a and 11b(1).  These lines are the return listing them.Dividend income . . . . . . . 16,000
used to show each shareholder’s share of in- Line 7.  The total of lines 5 and 6, $10,620,Interest income:
terest on investment indebtedness. The goes on line 7.On state bonds . . . . . . 5,000
amounts reported on these lines will be used Line 8.  The difference, $112,000, be-Other—taxable . . . . . . 4,000to complete Form 4952, Investment Interest tween lines 4 and 7 must agree with line 23,Premiums on lifeExpense Deduction. Line 11a shows Mr. Schedule K.insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,500Green’s share of StratoTech’s investment in-

Compensation ofterest expense, $1,350 (45% ×  $3,000). In- Schedule M–2.  Schedule M–2 provides anofficers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170,000vestment interest expense is that part of analysis of certain earned equity accounts ofSalaries and wages . . . . 144,000StratoTech’s total interest for loans made to the corporation for the tax year. The scheduleRepairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800carry its investment. Line 11b(1) shows Mr. shows the changes to the equity accounts for
Bad debts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,600Green’s share of StratoTech’s investment in- the income, deductions, distributions, etc.,
Rental expense . . . . . . . . 9,200come, $9,000 (45% × $20,000). This repre- that are reported on the return for the tax year.
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000sents StratoTech’s income from ordinary divi- Column (a), Line 1.  The first column is the
Interestdends and interest. It does not include interest accumulated adjustments account. For an S

expense:on municipal bond investments, which is tax- corporation’s first year beginning after 1982,
Loan—tax-exempt. the initial balance in the account is zero.

exemptLine 13.  Line 13 is for the employment StratoTech enters zero on line 1.
bonds $ 850credits. Mr. Green’s share of StratoTech’s em- Line 2.  StratoTech’s ordinary income for

Other . . . . . 17,200 18,050ployment credits is $2,700 (45% ×  $6,000). 1995 (page 1, line 21) is $119,000. This is en-
Line 17.  In 1995, StratoTech had $5,000 Contributions . . . . . . . . . . 24,000 tered on line 2.

of tax-exempt interest from state bonds. Mr. Line 3.  StratoTech enters $20,000Depreciation . . . . . . . . . . . 9,580
Green’s 45% share of the tax-exempt interest ($16,000 dividends plus $4,000 interest) onAdvertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,700
is $2,250 (45% × $5,000). This amount is en- line 3. This is made up of amounts on lines 4aOther expenses of
tered on line 17. and 4b of Schedule K.operation . . . . . . . . . . . . 78,300

Line 19.  Mr. Green’s 45% share of nonde- Line 4.  Line 4 is for any loss shown onNet income per books 106,270
duct ib le expenses is  $7,358 (45% × page 1, line 21. Because StratoTech has no

Total $1,570,700 $1,570,700
$16,350). This amount is entered on line 19. losses in 1995, line 4 is zero.
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Line 5.  StratoTech enters $42,500 on line Column (b), Line 1.  The second column balance in the accumulated adjustments ac-
5. This is made up of $3,000 interest on a loan is the other adjustments account. It is for other count, none of the distribution is applied to the
to carry investments, $6,000 reduction in sala- items, such as tax-exempt income and related other adjustments account. StratoTech enters
ries and wages due to the employment credits, expenses. The balance at the beginning of the zero on line 7.
$9,500 for premiums paid on term life insur- year is zero. This is entered on line 1. Line 8.  The balance in the other adjust-
ance for corporate officers, and $24,000 chari- Line 3.  StratoTech had $5,000 of tax-free ments account at the end of the year is
table contributions. interest income from state bonds. This amount $4,150. StratoTech enters this amount here.

Line 6.  Line 6 is the total of lines 1 through is entered on line 3. Column (c).  The third column is for undis-
5, or $96,500. Line 5.  Line 5 is the nondeductible interest tributed taxable income that was included in

Line 7.  Line 7 is for distributions other than paid to purchase tax-exempt securities. shareholders’ income for years that began
dividend distributions. StratoTech enters StratoTech enters $850 on this line. before 1995. Since this is StratoTech’s first
$65,000 on this line. Line 6.  The total of lines 1 through 5, year as an S corporation, there are no entries

Line 8.  Line 8 shows the balance in the ac- $4,150, is entered on line 6. in this column.
cumulated adjustments account at the end of Line 7.  Because the total distributions,
the year. StratoTech subtracts line 7 from line other than dividends, were not more than the
6 and enters $31,500 here.
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